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In Kew Court House the comedies
and dramas are to continue
With more tension than a hung jury, the Kew Court House and Police Station
is about to take a career u-turn and become a theatre.

T

hanks to a massive community

the complex has been a centre of public

elaborately finished. The roof is blue slate

effort, the iconic buildings of the

attention since its doors first opened, as it

with grey bands, and the ridge is surmounted

Kew Court House, Police Station

included the local ‘post and telegraph’

with terra cotta cresting. There are also

office at the very junction of the two roads.

panels of terra cotta above each window,

and Cells have been saved by a cliff-hanger
vote by Boroondara Council on 6 March.

On Friday 9 March 1888 The Kew

and the same material is introduced in

Mercury welcomed the new construction:

various other positions. An iron palisade on

purchase the complex from the state

‘The most conspicuous pile of buildings in

a cut stone base surrounds the building, and

government and establish a Performing Arts

the business portion of Kew at the present

the tout ensemble will be very imposing

Complex’, the decision coming after some

time is the handsome structure now

when the hoarding is removed’.

two hours of presentations, debate,

approaching completion, which the

The Council has undertaken ‘to

The complex was designed for the

amendments, divisions and even a suspension

Government have erected as a post and

Victorian Public Works Department by

of standing orders. The eventual motion, to

telegraph office, court-house and police

J.H.Harvey, under the supervision of

the effect that ‘that the Council purchase

quarters. The style of architecture is that

G.W.Watson. It opened on Wednesday

the Court House now to end the uncertainty

know as Queen Anne, the outer walls

9 May 1888.

of its future and to remove the “if” to allow

being finished with red brick with black

a positive support for fundraising’ was put

pointing, alternated with columns, and

After that the buildings were partly used

to the vote.

other ornamental cement work, picked out

as a suburban police station, but this, in

and coloured to resemble Portland stone.

turn, closed in 2002 and, ever since, the

It was carried five to four.
On the corner of High Street (then
known as Bulleen Road) and Cotham Road

‘The chimney stacks are certainly
unique of their kind, and are most

Court business continued until 1971.

complex has been under constant threat of
commercial redevelopment.

*

Some years ago the complex was

membership. Donations large and small

classified by the National Trust of Australia

are especially welcome.

(Victoria), which recognises it as ‘the earliest

Details of the appeal can be found at

and finest complex of public buildings in

www.kewcourthouse.com.

the English Queen Anne manner in Victoria’.

Further details from Box 527, Kew

The group is also on the Victorian

3101, or phone 9809 1546.

n

Heritage Register, where it is described as:
‘Important because it exhibits diversity in

junctions. It demonstrates a departure from

Kew Court House
project survives
rescision motion

the contemporaneously favoured High

A week after their 6 March decision

Victorian Classical to the Queen Anne style

immediately to purchase the Kew

in the design of civic buildings. [The

Court House, Boroondara Councillors

buildings] are of historic importance

faced a motion to rescind the decision,

because of their relationship to, and ability

and to defer the acquisition for at least

to reflect, Melbourne’s prosperity in the late

six months while the $2.1m needed

19th century; a prosperity which gave rise

for restoration was raised.

integrating civil offices, and because the
design accommodates the apex of road

to the emergence of an upper-middle class

It was suggested that the final cost

and the development of Kew as one of
Melbourne’s wealthier suburbs.’
The City of Boroondara does not have
its own small to medium performance space,
with its 1969 built 600-seat Civic Theatre
long lost to commercialism. The city does,
however, have a lively arts community.
Key players in the moves to restore and
transform the Court House for community
use were the Kew Historical Society Inc.,
Peter and Dione McIntyre, and the recently
established Kew Court House Arts Association
Inc., an active body of performing, creative
and visual arts groups and individuals
under chair Graeme McCoubrie.
The Mission Statement says it all: ‘To
provide space to produce and develop
theatrical projects and the arts within the

could be closer to $3m and that
Kew Court House precinct, thereby providing

Bodna AM, Simon Phipps and Philip Brady;

an outlet for such activities that will be

while under the chairmanship of Peter

beneficial to the City of Boroondara in

McIntyre AO, the Appeals Committee

flexible. The old court room will make a

prepare for the restoration, the arts and

particular and the community in general,

includes many prominent citizens.

perfect main performance and exhibition

historical communities in particular—and the

area as well as some 12 rooms and three

community in general—have the task of raising

[and] to provide the facility for the training

Among the existing municipality-based

The aim is to make the facility fully

former cells ideal for conversion for various

the costs and to this end the Kew Court

in various art forms, in particular performance

Australian Guild of Realist Artists, Blue

arts uses.

House Restoration Appeal Committee has

and allied mediums’.

Chair Theatre, Boroondara Theatre

started. Kew Court House Arts Association

diverse membership of both theatrical

Camberwell Chorale, Camberwell Youth

Inc. chairman, Graeme McCoubrie, told On

been offered, particularly through Bunnings

companies and individual theatrical

Theatre Inc, Green Cyc Productions, the

Stage: ‘We fought for this wonderful

Hardware, which has very generously

practitioners, together with wide support

Kew Philharmonic Society, Reel Mann

outcome. At the same time there is now a

pledged in-kind support with the supply of

from allied community bodies. The

Productions, the Small Theatre Company

commitment that the community is to raise

building materials needed.’

movement also attracted an impressive list

and the Viola Musical Comedy Society. In

the costs to meet the restoration, estimated

of patrons including Sir Gustav Nossal AC,

addition, the Kew, Hawthorn and Surrey

at some $2m. This is the task ahead and

exciting and timely initiative. Individual

Lord Mayor John So, Cr Phillip Healey,

Hills Historical Societies will find the space

while a partnership has been formed with

membership of the Association costs $25,

Mayor of the City of Boroondara, Ben

and the adjoining rooms cost-effective and

the Bendigo Bank, there is high expectation

with $50 for corporate, group and company

Centre’s web catalogue. Collection guides
for significant holdings have also been
added to the ‘Collections & Research’ page
of the website.

from the Performing Arts Collection. The

Guest speakers in the coming months

Last year saw the launch of the Arts Centre’s

are Peter Wyllie Johnson discussing his

free Spotlight lecture series.

research on Australian musicals (19 April),

telephone (03) 9281 8754 or email
spotlight@theartscentre.net.au
Information about the rest of the year’s

Also recently completed were the

Arts Collection website,
go to www.theartscentre
.net.au,enter the
‘Discover’ section,

November, these lunchtime lectures focused

historic former home of the Tallis family

series brochure or at www.theartscentre.net.au

Melbourne company.

then select ‘Collections

on research in the performing arts primarily

(17 May), Paul Monaghan on Greek drama

inspired by the Arts Centre’s collections.

and the Australian stage (21 June), and

popular, with a total attendance of 530
people for the nine lectures in the series.
This year Spotlight lectures continue,

life of Dame Judith Anderson (19 July).
Spotlight lectures are held in the Hugh
Williamson Room at the Arts Centre,

and promise to be just as diverse and

between 1pm and 2pm and bookings are

interesting as last year.

essential. To confirm a place, please
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Project staff have recently completed reviews
of the Performing Arts Collection’s photographic
and contemporary music holdings.
These projects have generated a number
of comprehensive catalogue records, many
of which have been uploaded onto the Arts
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puppets held in the Performing Arts
Collection will shortly be available online.
Finally, a review of the design collections
is now under way. Many of the outcomes of
this project will inform the forthcoming
exhibition Drawn to the Stage, which will
feature selected costume and set designs
Autumn 2007

The Restoration Appeal
Committee now needs the support of
the wider arts community, corporate
and government bodies, as well those
with an interest in heritage and
historical buildings, to ensure that the
target of $2.1million is reached
quickly.
Full details on: www.
kewcourthouse.com 


n

Image © the Arts Centre

2007. To explore the Performing

complex history of this significant

Desley Deacon speaking on researching the

goes to press.

George Adams Gallery from July to October

Handspan Theatre archive, a rich and

The 2006 program proved extremely

be finalised as this issue of On Stage

exhibition will be in the Arts Centre’s

program can be found in the Spotlight

Collection documentation
forges ahead

purchase of the Court House should

VTT members are urged to support this

registration, rehousing and listing of the

Catalogue records for the many Handspan

vote. If things go as planned, the

‘Some corporate support has already

Anthony Knight talking about Beleura, the

Held monthly between March and

secured the property with his casting

been formed. We have full tax deductibility.

Company Inc, Boroondara Writers’ Group,

The association quickly attracted a

Finally Mayor Cr Phillip Healey

‘While it will take us some time to

groups are A-Muse Theatre Group,

But, in many ways, the fight has just

ratepayers might have to foot the bill.

that the community has to raise these costs.

and development of theatrical practitioners

News from the
Performing Arts Collection
Spotlight lecture series

comfortably-sized.

& Research’. n
Lilliputian puppets
from Gulliver’s
Travels, 1992;
Handspan Theatre
and Melbourne
Theatre Company,
the Arts Centre,
Performing Arts Collection.
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Thanks for the memory

the war. It is quite possible he wrote many
of the scripts.

Strike up the band! Peter Burgis concludes the story of Macquarie Network’s landmark Musical Comedy Theatre.

T

he orchestra assembled for Musical

and admired producers in Australian radio.

Comedy Theatre comprised 14

Whether the program was comedy,

musicians. Personnel in early

drama or musical, ‘Woody’, as he was

1946 were: Albert Fisher, conductor

known to colleagues, was a perfectionist.

and arranger; Frank Murphy, Arthur

He was born in Birmingham, England,

Leeman, Charles Prott (brass),Len

and worked as an actor and singer in

Keen, Louie Ravoli (clarinets), Victor

stage musicals in London before World

McMahon (flute), Bob Acheson, Claude

War I. On enlisting he rose to the rank

McGlyn, Bob Southworth (violins),

of major.

Muriel Lang (’cello), George Taylor

After the armistice he returned to

(piano), Vic Woods (bass), Gordon Le

the London stage where he came to the

Cornu (drums). Chief arranger was

attention of Oscar Asche, who invited

George Taylor, assisted by Claude

him to tour Australia in 1922 with his

McGlyn, Alfred Shaw and Albert Fisher.

Chu-Chin-Chow company. The tour

Another contributor was Kurt Herweg (of

lasted 18 months and Wood decided to

The Tintookies fame), who worked on

settle in Australia, working in straight

Fisher’s radio programs.

plays and musicals for J.C.Williamson’s.

Albert (Bert) Fisher was born in Perth,
of the century. He shared a love of the
violin with another outstanding Westralian
bandleader and arranger, Bob Gibson, born
1912 in Perth, who also moved to the eastern

and orchestrations, covering many hundreds
of stage musicals dating back to the 19th
century. I first encountered this theatrical

(15 mins) 1946: £29.15.6
The Terry Howard Show*
(30 mins) 1946: £58.10.0
George Wallace’s Barn Dance
(30 mins) 1949: £87.18.0

archive in the 1970s and arranged for it to be

[*Popular South Australian vocalist Terry

transferred to the National Library of

Howard died a few months after completing

Australia in Canberra, where it is now

his 52-episode radio show, aged 27.]

preserved.

Days of wine and woes

One criticism that could be levelled at
Musical Comedy Theatre was its failure to present
any home-grown stage musicals such as Collits’
Inn, Flame of Desire, The Cedar Tree and Blue
Mountain Melody—all well worthy of revival.

The song is ended
Publicists trumpeted that Musical Comedy
Theatre was ‘…a galaxy of music, voices and
composers in the most lavish radio series ever
transcribed in Australia’. Just in case you were
in doubt, they added that the series was ‘…a

With plenty of money and
you

In the golden age of radio, 1935–1955,

veritable festival of the world’s most famous

syndicated radio programs were distributed

musical comedies and light operettas, with no
expense spared’.

presumably paid directly by Macquarie.

series, which, if broadcast weekly, would last

aspiring artists, especially those returning from

Most singers were paid £5 or £6 a

one year. After episode 52 was completed,

active service. Historically, it provided an

program, occasionally rising to £10.

Macquarie made a further five, after which

Joyce Hoodless, a promising teenage

of the most experienced actor-announcers

the Sydney Symphony Orchestra. In 1936

in radio, and narrator for the first 26

Fisher formed the famous ABC New Note

episodes; the distinctive Peter Bathurst, a

Octet (à la Albert Sandler) and later joined

bright young actor, handled the narration

Haydn Beck’s String Quartette.

for episodes 27-57.
The narrations were a blend of theatre

for many War Loan broadcasts. Eventually

history, plot outline and word pictures of

he was appointed musical director of the

stage activity, delivered in a light-hearted

Macquarie Broadcasting Service. This was

manner. The writers were careful to make
Conductor and arranger Albert Fisher

sure the narrations did not become lectures.

decade on a wide range of Australian radio

good theatre and great radio.

Critics agreed that this was fine scriptwriting,

productions. Composers represented in the

But who wrote the scripts? The

recording of local mood music

series included Iris Mason, Wilbur Samson,

identities of most of the writers remain

compositions when, in 1945, he conducted

Herbie Marks, Rex Shaw and Horace Keats.

unknown.

a Light Symphony Orchestra of 40 players

New material was being added to the

We do know that soprano Mollie
Grouse wrote the first show and that
Redmond Phillips wrote the last script.

publishers

of it) was produced and directed by Evelyn

Phillips was a young New Zealand actor-

D. Davis & Company. The music on these

Mason Wood (1892–1964), known as

writer who had worked for Jack Davey in

discs was heard regularly for the next

E. Mason Wood, one of the most respected

1939 and helped with The Youth Show during
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sheet music, libretti, arrangements, photographs

Presenting Joy Nichols

scratch the surface.

program style. E. Mason Wood’s

W.J.Grieves, said to be a former leader of

The whole MCT series (all 57 episodes

Music Library, a treasure trove of scripts,

(15 mins) 1948: £11.17.0

provide a valuable springboard for many

the first was Walter Pym (1905-1980), one

Incidental and Theme Music for the music

was, most likely, J.C.Williamson’s Lending

Superman

coming immediately at the end of the war, did

E. Mason Wood hired two of the best:

catalogue up until 1947.

The source of information for the scripts

Penfold’s signed a contract for a 52-episode

by train and took music lessons from

to create The National Modern Library of

rather than adaptations of overseas scripts.

episodes (26, 52, 104, 208 and so on).

concept was to work.

Albert Fisher also pioneered the

The Land of Smiles and Show Boat, just to

£15 to Fisher, with musicians ‘on salary’,

Network during World War II. When he

post-war Australia.

Marietta, Maytime, Sinbad, Irene, The Rebel Maid,

shows of the same period (per episode):

to Albert Fisher. Later the accounts show

A good storyteller was essential if the

appointments a musician could achieve in

looking at the budgets of other Macquarie

The scripts appear to be of local origin

prodigious, covering every

radio orchestras for the Macquarie

a plum job and one of the most significant

educated assumptions.

output during the 1940s was

Tell me a story

During the war he conducted orchestras

Whoopee, Girl Crazy, Babes in Toyland, Naughty

programs were available in multiples of 26

also crossed the Nullarbor to conduct large

turned 14 young Albert travelled to Sydney

Blossom Time, Lady, Be Good!, Sunny, Rosalie,

of Penfold’s support can be illustrated by

Both Mason Wood and David Nettheim

on bulky 16-inch transcription discs. Most

never flagged.

lessons from Montague Brearley, who later

Penfold’s Musical Comedy Theatre. The value

are likely contributors, but at best these are

costing was initially shown as £79.17.7, paid

that the freshness of Musical Comedy Theatre

As a child, Albert Fisher took violin

Broadway, Joy Bells, Zig-Zag, A Southern Maid,

In the production budget the orchestra

experience and skill helped ensure

states to achieve national recognition.

and the program was often referred to as

The Vagabond King, Oh, Kay!, The Bing Boys on

writing, acting and directing. His

In the 1930s he entered radio,

Western Australian probably about the turn

The sole sponsor was Penfold’s Wines

ON STAGE

the series mysteriously ceased. It

It is true that this ambitious undertaking,

important overview of stage musicals from
1886 (when Mrs Armstrong sailed
to Europe to become Nellie

soprano, earned £10 per appearance,

seems probable that Penfold’s

whereas seasoned stars like Queenie Ashton

declined to fund further

and Albert Chappelle were on a base rate

episodes and no other

of £5. The Big Four usually received £28 a

sponsor could be

launched Melbourne’s

program with Harry Grunden pocketing

attracted.

centenary celebrations).

£10 and his three colleagues £6 each.

It was not unusual for

Narrators Walter Pym and Peter Bathurst

fermenters of grape juice

received £5 for each commentary.

to finance radio shows:

Panel operators (dubbed ‘panellist

only the year before (1945)

Melba) to 1934 (when the
Duke of Gloucester

In 1949 radio station
3DB, Melbourne,
produced a similar series
entitled Musical Comedy
Stage, with 26 half-hour

officers’) were Carl (Tiny) Louer and Kevin

Penfold’s, who claimed to be

Ryder. Louer was on duty for about three-

the biggest wine makers in the British

quarters of the recording sessions. These

Empire, had sponsored The Gilbert and Sullivan

guardians of the microphone and turntable

Half Hour on the Macquarie network. One of

Victorian entertainers. I hope to take a look at

were paid £3 for about four hours work. It

their main rivals, McWilliam’s Wines, was

this program in a future article, in view of its

was essential they be reliable, as technical

sponsor in 1946 of Humphrey Bishop’s Brighter

possible appeal to media students and

mistakes (‘fluffs’) could lead to re-recording

Horizon show, made in Sydney by AWA.

musicalcomedyologists. For now, however, we

and overtime. These were the days of direct

The reason why Penfold’s did not extend

ring down the curtain (or activate the on-off

recording to disc, long before the advent of

their contract was not sour grapes, but

switch) on Macquarie’s Musical Comedy Theatre,

magnetic tape, which was so easy to edit.

simply escalating costs.

Producer E. Mason Wood, the man who

The proposed second series (episodes

episodes, directed by William
Flynn, using the services of many leading

a musical milestone of Australian radio.

held the show together, was rewarded with

53 –104) certainly did not founder due to

Acknowledgments:

£5 a session, a modest salary in terms of

lack of material. Many exciting West End

I wish to thank both Frank Van Straten

stress and responsibility.

and Broadway musicals were waiting in the

(Melbourne), and Alan Heinecke (Port

wings for the E. Mason Wood radio treatment,

Macquarie) for valuable assistance. Information

episode of Musical Comedy Theatre was about

including Viktoria and Her Hussar, Rio Rita,

was also obtained from The Golden Age of

£140, which in 1946 was considered a lot

Good News, Rose-Marie, The Street Singer, No,

Australian Radio Drama by Richard Lane,

of money.

No, Nanette, Little Nellie Kelly, Funny Face,

Melbourne University Press (1994).

The cost of producing a 30-minute

Autumn 2007

n
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New performing arts centre in the west

Brisbane hosts a world première

A landmark theatre centre is happening in Perth.

Despite critical support, reports Peter Pinne, Sideshow Alley turned into a dead-end.

L

ike Melbourne, Perth is to get a new

feedback on issues relating to the venue’s

playhouse. Construction of the bold

management and programming to assist the

allowing a large multifunction outdoor

new theatre complex began in

WA Department of Culture and the Arts’

performance venue to be included on the

December last year.

decision-making process.

minimising the building’s footprint and

site. The informality of the outdoor space

B

risbane doesn’t often host the

would be a hit, ‘but there are positive signs’.

world première of a major new

He said: ‘the songs are pleasant enough and

Australian musical with an original

do carry the story forward’ and ‘the

score—the last time was probably the full-

performances are of a uniformly good

will attract a more diverse audience and

scale version Lola Montez, which was

Streets, Northbridge, it will comprise a 575-

international jury panel, the design, by

extend the venue’s reach beyond traditional

mounted by the Australian Elizabethan

seat main theatre and a 200-seat studio

Kerry Hill Architects, beat a field of 40

theatre audiences.

Theatre Trust and premièred at Her

theatre, with associated rehearsal and

designs from around the world. Kerry Hill

production spaces. It is scheduled to open

is an award-winning firm with offices in

by late 2008, replacing the 50-year-old

Fremantle and Singapore. The company’s

second highest attendance rate in Australia.

Playhouse Theatre in Pier Street (see

design credits include the Darwin Performing

The new theatre complex will be an added

to wait, but hats off, kudos, and

producers pulled the plug on the

‘Broadway out West’, On Stage, Summer

Arts Centre and the Black Box in Singapore.

attraction to a dynamic local culture and

a big round of applause for

Melbourne season.

and Autumn 2006).

Hill studied at University of Western Australia.

On the corner of William and Roe

Unanimously judged the winner by an

One-fifth of all Western Australians
currently attend theatre performances—the

standard’. But he also said, ‘there is still a
way to go before Sideshow Alley is fully
polished, but the potential is most

Majesty’s on

certainly there’.

1 October 1958.

Debritz’s review came out on

Forty-nine years is a long time

14 February; two days later the

arts scene and will help to distinguish Perth

producers Jim McPherson,

What went wrong?

Thirty years ago he worked on the Perth

and Western Australia as a world-class

Michael Lasky, Kenneth

Basically, I think, the show

new complex will augment the Art Gallery

Concert Hall, the last performing arts venue

cultural destination, providing a new

Greenblatt, Chris Paterson, QPAC

did not have enough popular

of Western Australia, the Perth Institute of

built in the city.

identity for performing arts in the state.

and Crown Limited who put their

appeal. Young and Keelan had

As part of Perth’s Cultural Centre the

WA Culture and Arts Minister Sheila

money where their mouth was and got

created some interesting characters,

Museum, the State Library and the Blue

contemporary, establishing strong visual

McHale has confirmed that the Black Swan

behind Gary Young and Paul Keelan’s

but had failed to give them anything

Room Theatre.

identities through the use of materials—a

Theatre Company will become the resident

Sideshow Alley.

interesting to say. They lacked

Contemporary Art, the Western Australian

Kerry Hill’s design is deliberately

Given the site’s close proximity to

curved timber cylinder for the main theatre,

company and that the Perth Theatre Company

transport, bars, restaurants, cafes and retail

and a black metal cubic volume for the studio.

would be given associate status.

facilities, the new complex is expected to have

These identities will be clearly visible from

a significant impact on the local economy.

the foyers and from Roe Street. The complex

The venues will enable more eastern
states productions to tour to Perth, as they
will provide the necessary technology,
speed and cost efficiencies.
The complex is being developed with
input from an advisory pool that includes

emotion, so consequently the

Playhouse Theatre, Queensland

audience did not care about them.

Performing Arts Centre (QPAC) for two

The score, which sounded more

flagship theatre company for WA,’ she said.

weeks of previews, before the official

is appropriately scaled to respect adjacent

‘We will see great synergy between the leading

first night on 3 February, Sideshow Alley

Left to right: Christopher Parker, Sylvie

Australian sideshow, was top heavy with

heritage buildings.

company and this exciting new venue.

had a long gestation period. The show first

Paladino and Alex Rathgeber in Sideshow Alley.

ballads (10 out of 16 numbers), and

The design incorporates a glowing flytower
that will act as a beacon to the surrounding
city, an intimate and an interactive main
theatre, and generous and spatially

nominated representatives from each of the

adventurous foyers. Vertical circulation in

city’s main theatre organisations: Black

the foyers is achieved in a gilded bronze

Swan Theatre Company, Perth Theatre

box, providing a sense of event and spectacle,

Company, Perth Institute of Contemporary

and increasing anticipation of the performance.

Arts, Performing Arts Society and Yirra

‘Black Swan is developing into the

Opening 20 January 2007 at the

‘The venue will also welcome other
companies, groups and independent

came to notice when it won the inaugural
Pratt Prize for New Music Theatre in 2002.
The following year, in a workshop

performing artists.’

like a European carnival than an

desperately lacked some comic or humorous
then discover they also have feelings for
each other. By story’s end Billy has committed

songs.
Young’s book was determinedly written

production directed by Gail Edwards, the piece

suicide, there has been a murder, and the

in an old-fashioned Aussie lingo that

the Perth Theatre Trust, which also runs

played two performances at Chapel Off

sideshow has been burnt down.

alienated a contemporary audience—at times

other government-owned performing arts

Chapel, Melbourne, on Sunday,17 August

venues.

2003.

The new complex will be managed by

In 2005 the show was listed in Aubrey

Link: www.dac.wa.gov/

Mellor’s last season at the CUB Malthouse,

Hill’s coup-de-théâtre is to place the main

A dark show, it not only explores the

it sounded like something straight out of a

many facets of love and being together, but

Cinesound movie of the ’30s. And the gay

also the prejudices of being ‘different’ in

element to the story lacked believability.

our society.

But the cast was strong and its members

Melbourne, but the finance failed to come

What did the critics think? Sandra

specialist focus groups throughout the

through and the work was cancelled. Later,

McLean in the Courier Mail headlined her

The singing was glorious, especially Paladino’s

project. The focus groups are providing

after Young and Keelan has worked as

review with ‘Musical ride a surefire success’,

second act solo, ‘You Take Me To Your

director and musical director on

and went on to praise Paladino, Rathgeber,

Dreams’, and much of the score was above

McPherson’s production of Menopause—The

and Parker, who she said was ‘a passionate

average, as the original cast recording testifies.

Musical, McPherson and Greenblatt, who

and strong performer with a rich voice’.

Yaakin. The pool is meeting as required in

auditorium above the studio, thus

had both been impressed with the
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Sideshow Alley was a valiant attempt at
putting serious themes and issues on our

workshop, decided to come on board and

‘work needs to be done tightening up some

musical stage, and Young and Keelan should

take Sideshow to the next level.

areas, especially the final scenes’.

be congratulated for what they achieved

The show’s story follows the fortune, or

Picture: Western Australian Department of Culture and the Arts

She thought the show too long and that

did their best with the material they had.

The Australian’s Linda Hassell thought

with this show. Let’s hope the next

lack thereof, of a touring sideshow run by

the content was ‘surprisingly brutal for a

production of the show irons out the faults

Bev (Robyn Arthur) and Tiny (Mike

musical, involving male rape and murder’,

and delivers on the potential that was

Bishop) in Australia during the late 1950s.

but went on to say: ‘with a great band,

evident on the stage of the Playhouse.

Central to the plot is a love triangle

great cast and beautiful design, Sideshow

between Rita, an Italian fortune teller (Silvie

Alley is a satisfying (though long) night at

playing 16 previews and 31 performances at

Paladino), Billy, a tent show boxer (Alex

the theatre’.

the Playhouse Theatre, QPAC.

Rathgeber), and Alex, a drifter (Christopher

Brett Debritz in The Brisbane News

Parker). Both men are in love with Rita, but

thought it was too early to tell if the show

Autumn 2007

The show closed on 4 March 2007, after

See ‘Twenty questions with Robyn
Arthur’ page 8.

n
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Twenty questions with Robyn Arthur
Peter Pinne talked with Robyn Arthur about her role in the new Australian musical Sideshow Alley,
prior to its world première in Brisbane.
Q1 This is not the first original Australian
musical that you’ve done?

production. Every picture that’s painted

Q14 Why?

onstage, except for a few things that fly

RA: We hadn’t worked on it musically.

in, are all brought on by a cast of 18

We’d worked on Act One, but not Act

Charlotte’s Web, playing the

people. So, we’re earning every dollar.

Two. So we were singing music that

schoolteacher. I’m in scenes with

Q10 It’s a big ask.

hadn’t been put into the real context of

Dakota Fanning. I’m very thrilled about

RA: It’s wonderful though.

the show. Of course we’d rehearsed it,

that. There was Menopause—The Musical,

but not in the show.

which I did in Perth for four or five

Q11 It must be great to work on a big

RA: No, it isn’t, but it’s one of the first with

show, a show with a large cast. There

an original score. Safety in Numbers was
the first one I did. There was also The
Boy From Oz and The Villain of Flowers

are lots of small shows around but not

roles. You’re probably most famous,

people came to see it. And I’m

many with a cast this size. Eurobeat last

Australia wide, for playing Madame

developing a new work, not just for me,

Thrénadier in Les Miz.

but about the baby-boomer generation.

RA: Yes, and that had an original score,

when Jim Sharman had his music
theatre company going.
Q2 Were you in the Gail Edwards
workshop production of Sideshow Alley

RA: Yes, a wonderful role. That’s when I
first worked with Silvie. She came into

Terry O’Connell is working on that

get up, like The Boy From Oz—that took a

it during the Melbourne season as

with me.

long time as well.

Eponine. I was her surrogate mother in

Q18 Is there music in it?

that, like I am again in this.

RA: Oh, yes.

done a cast recording. This production

RA: Yes, I was.

has been done properly. It’s great.

Q3 How many nights did that run?

RA: Yes. We recorded it in Melbourne a

RA: We only did two performances. That

week before Christmas. Sixteen tracks.

was part of the deal. The show had won

Q13 And that’ll be available when?

the Pratt Prize and with it came a two-

RA: When we open. That was a bit of a

week workshop. There were only

challenge, because of Act Two.

Darren Natale and me who were in the

The working title is Turn, Turn, Turn.

too. This has taken six or seven years to

Q12 Now, another exciting thing is you’ve

at Chapel Off Chapel?

months. It was huge over there—90 000

Q15 Let me ask you about your other

year was an exception.

by Anthony Crowley, a piece at NIDA

been doing?
RA: At the moment I’m on screen in

original workshop that are in the

Q16 Now, what about The Boy From Oz?

Q19 You also did Minefields and Miniskirts.

You understudied Jill Perryman in the
role of Peter Allen’s mother. Did you go

That was written by Terry too, wasn’t it?
RA: Yes. We’re hoping to take it to

on at all?
RA: Yes, I probably did about five weeks
during the season.
Q17 In recent times, what else have you

Edinburgh in 2008.
Q20 That’ll be great if it happens. Good luck.
RA: Thanks. I’m keeping my fingers crossed.


n

Going for Green

current cast. Darren is playing a
different part. He’s playing the half-

The Green Room Awards took place at the Arts Centre on 1 April 2007 and On Stage’s camera was there.

man/half-woman role of Lady Chiang.
Q4 The show was supposed to get up at
the Malthouse in 2005. Is that correct?
RA: Yes, it was Aubrey Mellor’s last year
at the Malthouse. At that stage there
were 11 in the cast, so it was a big ask

Robyn Arthur as the ebullient Bev in Sideshow Alley. Robyn Arthur’s credits include: Beauty and

for a small theatre finance-wise. They

the Beast (Mrs Potts), Les Misérables (Madame Thrénadier), The Boy From Oz, Menopause—The

had other seasons pencilled in,

Musical, Company, Sweeney Todd, Nunsense, and Minefields and Miniskirts—Australian Women in the

including Adelaide, but when Adelaide

Vietnam War, among others.

fell over they couldn’t go it alone.
Q5 You now have the luxury of having a

I’ve ever worked with. When you’ve got

then you have the enduring romance of

two-week preview season. How good

that solid text there on the page, it gives

Tiny and me, the older couple. The

is that?

you the character. I found my character

strength of our relationship gets us

back at the first reading in December.

through many a crisis.

RA: Wonderful. Having the chance to
hone it, change it, has been fantastic. To

Q8 Tell me about your character?

do it in front of an audience has been

RA: I play Bev, who is the matriarch of the

Q9 Would you say your characters, Bev and
Clockwise from top left: nActor-producer

Tiny, are the glue of the whole piece?
RA: I suppose the family feeling that we

Nancy Cato (left) with designer Shaun Gurton

husband is played by the wonderful

create there holds it all together.

and his wife, Anne. nLifetime Award winner

Mike Bishop. His character’s called

Another colleague has said that same

Sue Nattrass ao with Bytecraft chief executive

changes when we hit Brisbane, one

Tiny, and he’s six-four! We’re the mum

thing. We were the glue of the piece in a

Stephen Found. nScenic artist and designer

week before we started previews.

and dad of the troupe. We own the

way holding it all together, because we

Paul Kathner (left) with director and

Q6 Have there been any music cuts?

sideshow and everyone who works

create the basic safe environment for

educator Blair Edgar oam and VCA acting

RA: There have been edits, and we

there is family—a smorgasbord of

everyone to exist, to go on the road. It’s

student Michael Wahr. nMTC general

switched around the end of Act One,

gypsies, tramps, and I won’t say thieves,

a community. There’s a wonderful new

manager Ann Tonks with producer Jon Nicholls.

which works much better. And I think

because we’re not thieves, but a wonderful

song called ‘The Sideshow’s Coming To

nActor Patty Norman with Australian Ballet

there’s more to come.

collection of misfits and larrikins, who

Town’, which is about packing up and

artistic director David McAllister am.

Q7 What about the book?

don’t fit in anywhere else. It’s set in the

taking the show on the road. Everything

RA: The book is in great shape. I’m very

1950s. It is a romance. You have the

that’s brought on stage is brought on by

See Green for excellence, page 22

young romance, which is a triangle, and

the cast. It’s a big physical ask of the

The Green Room Awards, page 23 n

fantastic. Sometimes the changes are

team who run the sideshow. My

small—sometimes it might just be a note
of music. We made some quite large

happy to say it’s one of the best books
Page 8
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Pets of the Public

The quite wonderful Olga Nethersole
For Olga Nethersole, dubbed ‘quite wonderful’ by no less than Oscar Wilde, time was running out.
In the final chapter of Elisabeth Kumm’s extensive article, Olga’s stage career comes to an end
and her energy is given to charitable works, earning her an OBE, until the inevitable final curtain.

O

lga’s twelfth American tour,
which was under the auspices of

Royal Albert Hall and it was remarked that
she was ‘looking amazingly well’.4

enthusiastically received by a large
audience at the Palace.’7 Olga was

Although she was not performing, Olga

supported by Winnington Barnes as Jean

York in December 1910. Her opening piece

was not idle, and her absence from the stage

Gausin, Alfred Lonahoe as Uncle Cesaire

was the world première of Mary Magdalene

afforded her the opportunity to pursue her

and Constance Raymond as Francine.

which Maurice Maeterlinck wrote specially

philanthropic interests.

Liebler & Co, opened in New

for her.

Olga finally made her reappearance in

On 19 October, Olga appeared on the
stage at Madison Square Garden in support

England, under her own management, at

of Emmeline Pankhurst, the suffragette,

company, which included Walter Edwards,

the Prince of Wales Theatre in Birmingham

who was making her first appearance in

Franklyn Roberts, Mrs Sam Sothern, Maud

in The Awakening of Helena Richie in October

Hosford, Joe Wallace, Wallace Erskine,

1912. This play had been produced with

America —an event that attracted a great
deal of attention.8

Charles Howell, Mrs George Barnum and
Nellie Malcomb, toured the provinces.1

Margaret Anglin in the title role in the
United States. Miss Anglin sold Olga the

that Olga was to appear in a film version of

During this time, they introduced two

rights to perform the piece in England.

Carmen (to be made in Spain), and a film

Over the next six months, Olga and her

more new pieces to their repertoire: The

By October 1913, Olga had returned to

Around this time it was also announced

version of La Tosca. It was also mentioned

Redemption of Evelyn Vaudray by Louis N.

New York, with plans to testify in the suit

that she planned to pose for a series of

Parker, adapted from Henri Bernstein’s

against Liebler & Co and Shubert.

pictures depicting scenes from Romeo and
Juliet in Verona.9 The film projects may not

play Le Bercail; and Sister Beatrice by

She also took the opportunity to make

Maurice Maeterlinck, translated into

her reappearance before the New York

have been realised as they are not listed in

English by Edward Knoblauch.

public, arranging an opening at the Palace

any of the comprehensive lists of silent
films available.10

Olga and her company continued to

Theatre. The Palace Theatre was part of

tour until the end of June 1911. On 1 July,

the Keith’s vaudeville circuit, and many

having concluded an engagement at

‘prominent acts’ had signed up for the

engagements, Olga announced her retirement

Marquette, Michigan, she left for London

coming season. In addition to Olga

from the stage, and returned to London.

on the liner Cleveland. She planned to spend

Nethersole, Keith’s announced that they

With her acting career behind her, she was

summer at Marienbad and in the
Pyrenees.2

had engaged Marie Lloyd, Clifton Crawford,

now able to concentrate on her philanthropic

Saharet, Mlle Dazie in Barrie’s Pantaloon,

causes full time. During the period following

Marie Dressler, and Reshanara performing
Hindu dances!5

the outbreak of World War I, she participated

It seems that relations with Liebler &
Co started to disintegrate and the company
refused to manage Olga’s 1911–1912

Olga departed Bremen on 24 September

With the conclusion of her New York

in many recitals and other fund raising
activities given in aid of the war effort. She

American tour. As a result it was too late

1913 on Kronprinzessin Cecilie, arriving New

for her to make alternative arrangements.

York six days later. As arranged, she made

Legal action followed and she sued Liebler

her first appearance in vaudeville at a

& Co for $US31 774, being the balance

matinée performance on 6 October 1913,

Cross Society as a VAD (Voluntary Aid

owed to her for reneging on their contract.

when she presented the third act of Sapho.

Detachment) and received training in

Olga filed the suit in the US Supreme
Court in March 1912.3

Olga topped the bill.

nursing, cookery, hygiene and sanitation.

also served in canteens and rest rooms for
women in the munition factories.11
In 1916, Olga joined the British Red

The supporting acts included Florence

She was posted at the New End Military

Walton and Maurice, Belle Storey, Walter

Hospital at Hampstead not far from her

out of pocket for the cost of the transportation

Lawrence and Frances Cameron, Harry

of herself, her maid and her baggage, and

Tate’s ‘Motoring’ sketch, and Pathé’s
Weekly, among others.6

home, and for the following year worked
tirelessly as a surgical nurse.12

In addition to the salary owed, she was

expenses entailed in printing and photographs.
From July 1911 until September 1912

The New York Times rather unkindly

The year 1917 was an important one for
Olga. After years of campaigning and

Olga was absent from the stage. According

observed: ‘Miss Nethersole, who first

lobbying for health reforms, she officially

to an anecdote in one paper, she had

appeared here in Clyde Fitch’s dramatisation

launched the People’s League of Health,

decided to take a 12 months rest because of

of Daudet’s story many years ago, has grown

‘heart trouble’.

quite matronly in appearance, but she

assisted in her endeavour by Lady Byron
and Mrs Gordon Selfridge.13 The League

In June 1912 she attended a pageant

lacked none of the old-time fire which she

also received the endorsement of the King,

given by the Theatrical Ladies’ Guild at the

put into the part, and her performance was

who became an early supporter and patron.
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The organisation was established ‘to raise

Barbara Lawrence. The first and only

biographies record her birth year as 1870—

the standard of health of the British nation’,

London performance took place at a

helping ordinary people to become ‘health

matinée on 2 July 1923 and was given in
aid of the People’s League of Health.15

her birth certificate, however, shows her to
have been born on 18 January 1866.21

conscious’ by understanding the basics of
hygiene and nutrition. In 1920, Olga

The year 1936 was one of highs and

A memorial service was held at St Peter’s,
Vere Street, London on 24 January.

received the RRC (Royal Red Cross) in

lows. In January, Olga received a CBE

recognition of her work. The RRC was

from the King in recognition of her work
with the League of Health.16 A couple of

much of which was bequeathed to Madge

conferred on a fully trained nurse who had
shown exceptional devotion and competence

months later, on 13 March, her brother

with Louis Nethersole.

in the performance of her duties.

Louis died after contracting pneumonia.17

In her will, Olga left some £29 917,
Field, who was also named as executor along
As both were dead, Olga’s nephew

On 30 October 1937, Olga’s ‘dearly

William Howard Green and her niece Mary

campaigned to promote the objectives of

loved and devoted friend’, Madge Field

the organisation, attending international

died. She left Olga £50 000 in trust for life.

Therese Wyncoll were given the responsibility
of disposing of her estate.22

conferences in Brussels (1920 and 1922),

Madge had been Olga’s companion and

Lausanne (1924), Washington DC 1926)

amanuensis for many years and lived with

a diamond head-ornament, a diamond and

and Rome (1928). In 1930 she was

her at Heathland Lodge on Hampstead
Heath.18

emerald ring and a diamond brooch, were
auctioned off by Christies.23

Over the following decades Olga

involved in a motor car accident and was
unable to represent the League at Oslo. In

Olga continued to devote her time to

In March 1952, her jewels, which included

The following May, her country house,

1935, the League achieved some success

the People’s League of Health. In 1942, for

Trebarfoote Manor, described as a ‘delightful

when it established a trial to assess the

example, she wrote a letter to The Times

old Cornish Manor House…together with

benefit of dietary supplements during

commenting on the food situation in

pregnancy, with more than 5000 women
participating in the research.14

Belgium and the effect on mothers and
children.19 This appears to have been one

an excellent Grazing Farm of 144 acres’, was
also sold at auction.24
Dame Louise McIlroy (well-known in

of her last contributions, for the next entry

the fields of obstetrics and gynaecology)

in the same paper records the death of an
‘Actress and Pioneer of Health Education’.20

offered a fitting tribute to Olga Nethersole

was persuaded by Charles Wyndham, to
appear in a revival of William J. Hurlbut’s

Olga died at Bournemouth on 9 January

play about slum landlords, The Writing on

1951, just nine days before her 85th birthday.

the Wall, playing her original character of

It is interesting to note that all published

In 1923, after nine years absence, Olga
made one final stage appearance when she

Autumn 2007

in a letter to The Times (22 January 1951):
‘Most stress has been made upon her
career as an actress, but on her retirement*
Page 11

from the stage Miss Olga Nethersole founded
the People’s League of Health in 1917…

6 A Pictorial History of the American Theatre,
p. 95

Anthony James Gould

died before 1870. It is certainly clear

am,

that Christiana married Henry

Victoria, for service to the arts as a music
educator, particularly through the Victorian

She collected funds and gave generously

7 The New York Times, 7 October 1913, p. 13

Nethersole in the March quarter of 1870

from her own purse. She was a remarkable

8 The New York Times, 18 Oct 1913.

and that he died two years later in the

College of the Arts, to the promotion of jazz

woman with her quiet dignity, beautiful

9 The Green Book Magazine, 1913.

March quarter of 1872, aged 70.

and improvised music, and as a pianist and

cultured voice and due attention to her

10 Magill’s Survey of Cinema

22 Olga Isabella Nethersole’s last will

dressing. She won the admiration and regard

11 The Times, 6 January 1919, p.5

and testament was made on 23

of everyone who worked with her. She has

12 The Times, 6 January 1919, p.5

September 1930.

left a memorial behind her, that of a great-

13 The Times, 5 May 1919, p.9

hearted woman.’

14 Various articles in The Times, 1917–1938

composer.
Janet Lee Holmes à Court ac, East
Perth, WA, for service to business, particularly
as a leader in the construction, wine and
cattle industries, to the advancement of Western
Australia’s musical and theatre culture, to
the visual arts, and to the community.
Joy Elaine Hruby oam, Botany, NSW,
for service to the arts and the entertainment
industry through a range of roles, including
community broadcasting.
Martin Bernard Jarvis oam, Darwin,
NT, for service to the arts as the founder,
artistic director and conductor of the Darwin
Symphony Orchestra, and to music education.
Merron Jean Kirby oam, Toorak,
Victoria, for service to the arts as an
administrator, fundraiser and philanthropist,
and to the community through health, aged
care and welfare organisations.
Geoffrey William Mitchelmore oam,
Altona North, Victoria, for service to the
community of Hobsons Bay, particularly
through the establishment of environmental
and performing arts projects.
Pamela Pisasale oam, Robinvale,
Victoria, for service to the community of
Robinvale through the Robinvale VillersBretonneux Association and performing arts and
welfare organisations, and to local government.
Robin Bernice Potter oam, Kirribilli,
NSW, for service to the community as a
volunteer with and supporter of a range
of charitable, sporting and performing
arts organisations.
Nathaniel Sproule Russell oam,
Ringwood North, Victoria, for service to
pipe band music as a Pipe Major, teacher
and adjudicator.
Roslyn Frances Smorgon am, Toorak,
Victoria, for service to the community through
fundraising and support for a range of Jewish,
arts, women’s health and sporting organisations.
Donald Richard Spencer oam,
Darlinghurst, NSW, for service to children’s
music and television as a songwriter and
performer, and through the establishment
of the Australian Children’s Music Foundation.
Edna Beatrice Wright oam,
Yungaburra, Queensland, for service to the
community of the Atherton Tablelands
through a range of musical, performing arts
and church organisations.
n

These days Olga is best remembered in

23 The Times, 11 March 1952, p.10; 20
March 1952, p.6
24 The Times, 9 May 1952, p. 12

15 The Times, 3 July 1923, p.12

relation to Sapho and the scandal that ensued

16 The Times, 1 January 1936, p.6

over its performance in New York in 1900.

17 The Times, 16 March 1936, p.17

References

18 The Times, 2 November 1937, p.1.

Daniel Blum, The Pictorial History of the

I hope that over the past three-and-a-half
years I have been able to convey some sense

Kathleen Nora Madge Field’s last will

American Theatre, Greenberg,

of Olga’s contribution, as a woman, as an

and testament is dated 26 October 1936.

New York, 1950

actress and as a pioneer for health reform.

Footnotes
1 The New York Times, 23 January 1911, p.7;
Chicago Daily Tribune, 26 January 1911, p.8

19 The Times, 23 December 1942, p. 6.

Frank N Magill (editor), Magill’s Survey of

20 The Times, 11 January 1951, p.9

Cinema—Silent Films, Salem Press,

21 Olga’s birth certificate also records her

Englewood Cliffs, NJ, c. 1982

parents as being Frank Wright Enderby
and Christiana Enderby formerly

2 The New York Times, 1 July 1911, p.11

Enderby. This raises several mysteries

3 The New York Times, 28 March 1912, p.11;

surrounding her parentage and also that

New York Sun, 8 November 1912.
4 Malcolm Watson, quoted in Chicago Daily

under ‘Enderby’. As yet I have not been
able to find any details about Frank

Tribune, 30 June 1912, p.A3
5 The New York Times, 7 September 1913, p.X2.

F

of her siblings, as they are all registered

Chicago Daily Tribune
The Green Book Magazine (Chicago)
The New York Sun
The New York Times
The Times (London)
Free BDM website:

Wright Enderby, but presumably he

http://www.freebmd. org.uk 
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Australia Day Honours

oundation VTT member Laurie

of theatre, opera and film, and as a promoter

Carew was named in the 2006

of innovative Australian productions

Australia Day Honours. Laurie had

including Australian Indigenous drama.

parallel careers as visual merchandising

Terence Osborne Clarke

AM,

manager of Georges in Collins Street, and

Edgecliff, NSW, for service to the performing

as a long-term contributor at St Martin’s

arts as a director, actor, writer, composer

Theatre in South Yarra.

and educator.

In more recent years he designed many

Peter John Derrett

OAM,

Lismore, NSW,

displays for the Arts Centre, Marriner

for service to drama education and to the

Theatres, the National Trust and the

performing arts in the Northern Rivers region

Johnson Collection. An active member of

Julie Patricia Dyson

AM,

Aranda,

the Friends of the Victorian College of the

ACT, for service to the performing arts

Arts, he is a popular speaker and has

through Ausdance, to the promotion of

published two volumes of autobiography,

contemporary dance, and through support

Behind Glass and Still Here. His OAM

for dance artists and educators.

Citation reads: ‘For service to the arts,
particularly through the visual

VTT Foundation Member Laurie Carew

oam.

Picture: Martin Lloyd.

OAM

(Charles Dorning) Frankston, Victoria, for

merchandising industry, and to the

Michael ‘Laurie’ Carew

community as a supporter of fundraising

these members of the performing arts

activities associated with charity balls,

community who were also recognised in the

dinners and appeals.’

2006 Honours:

On behalf of all our members, the

Vivian Charles Goodwin-Dorning

OAM—and

Neil Geoffrey Armfield

also to

service to the arts, particularly through the
development of the Frankston Arts Centre.
Brian Thomas Goldburg

oam,

Gympie, Queensland, for service to the
AO,

community of Gympie through musical and

Victoria Theatres Trust is delighted to offer

Leichhardt, NSW, for service to the arts,

amateur theatre groups, and as a fundraiser

special congratulations to Lawrence

nationally and internationally, as a director

for charitable organisations.
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Sitelines

Elwood,

In this, the fifth in a series of what’s to be found on the web, On Stage
discovers a major Australian theatre resource.

A

ussieTheatre.com is a featurepacked one-stop-shop for
anyone with an interest in

Australian performing arts.
The site is the property of TDE-Troy
Dodds Enterprises, a company owned by
Troy Dodds (right). Former theatre publicist
Dodds has represented entertainers such as
David Campbell, Tim Draxl, Sarah O’Hare
and Hayden Tee.
In 2004 he worked extensively in New
York with Australian shows playing as part
of the NYC Fringe Festival. These days,
when not working on AussieTheatre.com,
Dodds is senior journalist at The Western
Weekender newspaper in western Sydney.
Dodds launched his brainchild as
BroadwayAustralia.com in 2003 in a ‘web
magazine’ format, providing monthly updates
of Australian theatre news and reviews.
In late 2004 he decided to make the site
a major priority. He scrapped the earlier

accurate representation of Australian plays,
musicals and performers.’
But AussieTheatre.com is far more. Take

format and redesigned it on the lines of

time to explore the site and you’ll find news

successful overseas theatre websites. After

of theatre job opportunities, a live chat room,

another massive overhaul, it was relaunched

video interviews, a Hall of Fame, an annual

as AussieTheatre.com in 2006.

series of awards for performing arts excellence,

The new site immediately filled a big
gap in the market, emerging as a major force
in Australian theatre, breaking big stories

a vast array of valuable links, and a series of
must-read daily columns.
Troy has his say with an editorial every

and providing up-to-date news, reviews,

Monday; on Tuesday Hannah Hearsay

previews, opinion pieces and a vast variety

bubbles with show biz gossip, on Wednesday

of general information.

Aunty Mavis offers ‘Tea and Timeless Advice’,

Dodds has recruited an expert, dedicated

on Thursday you can follow the emerging

team. He has four regular reviewers in Sydney,

career of 2006 WAAPA graduate Lucy

and a representative in Adelaide. In Melbourne

Maunder, Friday brings an opinion piece

he has Anne-Marie Peard as local editorial

from Nick Ferranti, and weekends feature an

co-ordinator, with Christina Cass and

opinion piece from Veronica Tiber.

Josephine Giles contributing reviews.
Dodds is proud of what he calls

But wait, there’s more!
The site also offers a unique theatre history

AussieTheatre’s ‘no guts, no glory’ reputation.

page, compiled by VTT member Leann

He is not afraid to break major stories, and

Richards. Here you’ll find articles on Sydney’s

if the site’s reviews are hard-hitting, then so

Tivoli, St James and Criterion theatres, on

be it.

Harry Clay and his vaudeville empire, on the

‘We have been criticised for what has

1920s musical Sally, biographical sketches of

been called our “tabloid” format’, he says,

Dorothy Brunton, Maggie Dickinson and

‘but we believe in our format, and we believe

the playwright Harry Tighe—and much,

that the honest and open feel of the website

much more.

has been a major thrust behind its success.
‘For some in the theatre industry,’ he

On Stage congratulates Troy Dodds and
his tireless team, and warmly recommend

goes on, ‘AussieTheatre.com is the media

AussieTheatre.com—but, be warned—this

outlet they love to hate. For others, it is an

extraordinary site is totally addictive!

n
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Broadway’s
Adapted from an article by Jesse Green

T

he big problem with the newest

pioneered the Broadway-in-Vegas trend in

Broadway theatre—a $US40m

2003 is enjoying its fourth Abba-tastic year

($A50.98m) technical marvel

at the Mandalay Bay.

featuring 1200 cushy seats, ample legroom,

But when producers forgo the traditional

other city
in The New York Times, 2 October 2005.

for years, Vegas now threatens to clone a

numbers and the intermission would do no

Mia! demonstrated that a full-length musical

new dog entirely. A big dog with sequins.

harm at all.

could be successful on the Strip—at least if it

But perhaps a ‘factory outlet mall’ for

Cirque du Soleil, the Montreal-based

Broadway could actually be a boon. The

producer of theatrical spectacles that blend

failure rate of 90 per cent.
But in the long run, Vegas’ biggest

had already been successful somewhere

appeal may be to the artists. For stars,

else—everyone wanted one.

there’s cachet and convenience: Harvey

excellent sightlines and the old-fashioned

multicity tour in favour of an indefinite run

goods may be last season’s and less than a

acrobatics, erotics and new-age clowning,

feeling of a temple, not a hangar—is getting

in the bowels of a casino, many theatre

bargain—top seats for The Producers are

opened its first Vegas show, Mystère, in a

accessorise his eponymous new $US2.7

to Buffalo on the Hairspray tour, but three

there. For one thing, it’s 2500 miles from

grumblers, especially the shut-out road tour

$US143.50 ($A182.90) at the Paris in Vegas

custom-designed theatre at Treasure Island

billion ($A3.44 billion) resort he snagged

months in a Vegas hotel with a pool, even

New York.

bookers, become outraged. Why send the

and $US111.25.25 ($A141.75) at the St

in 1993. It’s still running near capacity.

Avenue Q, Spamalot and a new Cirque-like

doing 10 shows a week, is another story.

James in New York—but the Vegas ones

Watching the profit mount, several other

spectacular called Le Rêve. And his resort’s

may very well be better.

casinos soon ordered their own Cirque

opening gala was a one-night-only club act

that embarrassingly surpass those of any

shows and theatres, each more technically

starring Hugh Jackman.

Broadway theatre. Phantom has effects that

For another, to reach this Broadway,

pride of Broadway to the desert to be

you have to pass through the vast smoky

slaughtered in a crass money-sucking

casino, where doomed souls are chained to

operation even more elaborate than the

one-armed bandits and high-heeled hostesses

one long established in New York?

dash by with trays of liquid encouragement.

Well, get used to it.

Some critics actually prefer the Vegas
if only because their original creative teams

last. The MGM Grand admits that KÀ cost

every year; three-quarters of them attend at

Avenue Q set gained a ceiling fan. Because of

have the luxury of time (in the case of

$US165m ($A210m) to get to Day One and

least one show.

union work rules on Broadway, it would

Phantom, 18 years) to tweak or overhaul

millions more thereafter.

may welcome the chance to buy a $US16

be the second city of Broadway, home to

($A20.40) Kahlúa frozen chocolate in a

more New York musicals than any market

them. A few shows survive at their original

souvenir glass at the gracious lobby bar. At

outside Manhattan. But if Broadway shows

length, but cutting episodic musicals like

least you needn’t worry about gulping it

go to Vegas instead of touring, what will

down before curtain; it’s allowed in the

happen to the traditional road theatres and

house. Indeed, the seats have cup holders.

their customers? More saliently, what will

You’re in Las Vegas.

happen to their backers, who are often

At the Venetian, a retooled Phantom of

investors in New York productions? How
will this alter the kinds of shows that make
it to Broadway in the first place?

theatre styled to resemble the Paris setting.
Meanwhile, the Mamma Mia! replica that

Even though the tail of touring had to
some degree wagged the dog of Broadway

And Vegas offers technical capabilities

versions. In fact, most shows may improve,

If it isn’t already, Las Vegas will soon

is ensconced in a new $US40m ($A50.98m)

Fierstein may not wish to trek from Toledo

advanced and more expensive than the

By the time you enter the theatre you

the Opera, with an even fancier chandelier,

Actually, Mr Wynn wanted three. To

Musicals seemed the next likely

Nearly 40 million people visit Vegas

At the Venetian Phantom has 1800 seats

would be impossible at the Majestic. The

have cost $US100 000 ($A127 466) in

and plays 10 shows a week, 48 weeks a

labour there. In Vegas it cost just $US28

conquest, but wheezing bus-and-truck tours

year. That’s 864 000 seats. At 85 per cent

($A35.70), the price of the fan.

Spamalot or grandiose ones like Phantom to

and a tepid four-year run of Starlight Express

capacity, and an average ticket price of

a 90-minute ‘tab’ version (which under the

at the Hilton did not bode well, and previous

$US100 ($A127.5), that’s $US73m ($A93m)

is a one-way street. The Broadway stamp of

casino contract allows actors to play 10

efforts to create home-grown product had

gross in a year.

success still means too much to the casinos.

performances a week, instead of eight, for

failed in one way or another: a Michael

the same salary) can be a useful challenge.

Crawford vehicle called EFX Alive was a

musical on Broadway, can’t beat such

‘cultural’ offerings. You’ll never see Long

laughing stock but at least it ran; Jerry

numbers because it can play only eight

Day’s Journey Into Night, with or without a

Herman’s Miss Spectacular, announced

shows a week. And Broadway, which

two-drink minimum.

every year since sometime last century,

arguably has the greatest concentration of

never even materialised. But once Mamma

live entertainment in the US, also has a

Harold Prince, who staged Phantom on
Broadway, has lopped a third of it.
Even the creators of the tightly constructed
Hairspray decided that excising two lesser

Even the most consistently sold-out

Nevertheless, the Broadway-Vegas traffic

Nor will Vegas steal the Big Apple’s

Vegas doesn’t want to brood.

The Venetian’s Phantom foyer, with the

The replica Paris Opera House built

souvenir ‘boutique’ on the left.

at the Venetian as a setting for Phantom
of the Opera.
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Critical condition

It didn’t always close on Saturday night

The vintage comedy Legends! is touring the United States, greeted by disdainful critics and delighted audiences.
in Washington DC it played at the National Theatre; here’s Rick Sincere’s (no kidding) review from hell
in The Metro Herald of I December 2006.

Continuing his comprehensive survey of intimate revue in Australia,
Peter Pinne turns the spotlight on Brisbane.

deliver the better performance, but

T

April 1946 when the Kiwis, the

business for its four-week

show, don’t include a line like

that’s not saying much: Linda Evans’

New Zealand all-male soldier

season.

‘We’re putting on a steaming

portrayal of Leatrice has about as

revue, opened at His Majesty’s

turd.’ For a theatre critic, that’s

much electricity as Martha Stewart

Theatre under the banner of the

Queensland tour, then seven

the equivalent of handing a

on Valium. It is hard to imagine

J.C.Williamson management.

weeks in Adelaide and a sold-

teenage boy the keys to a

either of these two actresses as the

Ferrari with a pat on the back

Oscar-winning movie stars the

1941 as an entertainment unit

before a record-breaking nine

and a ‘Go for it, kid!’

script requires.

for the New Zealand Military

week season at His Majesty’s in

A

dvice to producers: If you’re

mother and a mastectomy. Of the

putting on a show

two, Joan Collins as Sylvia may

about putting on a

Legends!, a two-act comedy

he story of intimate

success would not cross the

revue in Brisbane had

Tasman were quickly dispelled

its beginnings on 13

when the show did capacity

This was followed by a North

Formed in Egypt in early

As for the writing itself, it is

out performance in Port Pirie,

Forces in the field, all of the

Perth, the longest played by any

by James Kirkwood, opened at

embarrassingly flaccid, and in some

members of the group had seen

J.C.Williamson production.

the National Theatre on

cases demonstrates that adjustments

front-line action.

Thanksgiving eve, and oh!, what

have not been made for the new

a turkey it was.

cast. (An off-colour joke about

theatres of war, including

return four weeks in Adelaide,

Ethel Merman only really had

Alamein, Tripoli, Benghazi,

before landing at Melbourne’s

as a vehicle for theatre legends

impact when it made Mary

Malta, Crete, Syria, Tunis and

Comedy Theatre on 21 December

Carol Channing and Mary

Martin blush.) A line about

Gabès, and successfully toured

1946. There their 12-week season

Martin, this ‘revival’ of a play that

Elizabeth Taylor, Debbie

New Zealand for three years

extended into an 857 performance

never made it to New York was

Reynolds, and Eddie Fisher

before their Australian début.

run (just over two years), and set an

reconceived, instead, as a vehicle

simply went over the heads of a

Billed as a new-style

unequalled record for the run of

for legendary television rivals Joan

21st-century audience. Scenes

intimate revue, Alamein

Collins and Linda Evans.

involving a male stripper and

(13 January 1946), was not really an

hash brownies are sad examples of

intimate revue of the Phillip Street type, but

original, I can testify that

‘been there, done that’. Fresh is a

then again nor was it like a Tivoli variety

a 53-week run at Sydney’s 2500-seat Empire

Channing and Martin were far

not a word to describe Legends!.

revue either. It fell somewhere in between,

Theatre from 2 February 1949. The company

Developed two decades ago

As one of the few who saw the

better suited for the material—what

The Kiwis then played

They gave shows in many

There is a nugget of farce in

Fremantle and Kalgoorlie and a

any individual show in any theatre
in Australia to that time.
The Melbourne season was followed by

with elements of satire, songs and sketches

continued to build on this success and played

little there is of it—and that Collins

Legends! that could have been

performed by what was basically a repertory

throughout Australia and New Zealand until

and Evans fall flat. If one really

fully realised if the script had

company of players.

1953. During this time, they presented five

wanted to take this show to

been adapted as, say, a television

The cast included Red Moore, Eddie

different shows; Alamein, Tripoli, Benghazi,

Broadway (the producers’ stated

movie, which could have included

Hegan, Ernie Fish, Stan Wineera, Max Blake,

Cassino (all taken from the names of their

goal), the roles of Sylvia and

flashbacks, location shots, and a

Tony Rex, Dick Marcroft, Cecil Morris,

military campaigns), and Now is the Hour, a

Leatrice could be far more adroitly

larger cast of characters. A low-

Lionel Bailley, Taffy Owen and, in the female

compilation of all four shows.

handled by the likes of Candice

budget stage production lacks

roles, Wally Prictor, Bill Bain and John Hunter,

Bergen and Lily Tomlin. Who

the capacity for these things,

and a nine-piece orchestra under the baton

such, several performers became audience

knows? Perhaps they were offered

and the constraints show.

of Terry Vaughan.

favourites: Red Moore, Max Blake, and

the chance and discerningly turned
it down.
In a nutshell, Legends! is about two
washed-up actresses brought together by a

If Legends! succeeds—and I
between are best forgotten. What’s worse,

use the term advisedly—it will be by relying

Although there were no billed stars as

Later shows featured other members of

John Hunter. Hunter’s balcony scene from

the company—Glen Millins, John Reidy,

that sitcom would not centre around the

on the star power (such as it remains) of

James Lavery, Wren Mathews, Morris

From Let’s Go: (top)Bryon Williams in ‘A Nail

alleged legends of Sylvia and Leatrice

Joan Collins and Linda Evans. Yet fans of

Double, Roy McDougal and Ralph Dyer,

In The Horseshoe’; ‘Operatic Twist’ (writer

manipulative producer who wants them to

(Collins and Evans), but rather around the

Dynasty will be disappointed to learn that

and Phil Jay, who swelled the ranks of the

Ian Austin is on the left); Joan Tanner in ‘Pro

star in his play. Apparently the producers

secondary character of Aretha, the maid

the pair’s only real catfight occurs off-stage

‘ladies’. ‘Te Pana’ headlined his critique in

Musica Society’.

of Legends! were successful in getting life to

(played by Tonye Patano), who is forced to

and that the rest of the play is limited to

the Courier Mail with ‘Tenakoe! I liked your

imitate art when they recruited Collins and

deal with their antics with composure and

weak verbal sparring and sub-par bitchiness.

show,’ and went on to say ‘…the freshest,

Cleopatra’ sketch was ‘clever’, liked the

Evans to play themselves—or, at least,

aplomb, despite gratuitous racial barbs

cardboard cut-outs of themselves.

aimed at her by Sylvia.

Kirkwood’s play has only enough

Only the above-the-title names are

liveliest, and most engaging entertainment

going to fill theatre seats for Legends!, and if

ever seen hereabouts. Its flashes of satire, its

the investors are going to see any return,

fund of humour, its musical interludes, its

comic moments in it to fill a half-hour

are drawn so poorly that it is hard to eke

this show had better stay on the road for a

“girls”, its novelty and most of all, its scorn

failed pilot episode for a 1970s or ’80s TV

out any sympathy for them, even after

long, long time, since it’s surely not ready

for routine formula was a grand experience.’

sitcom. The deadening moments in

heart-tugging speeches about a cruel

for Broadway.
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He also thought the ‘Antony and
Autumn 2007

‘burlesque clowning’ of musical conductor
Terry Vaughan and the Little Puddlecombe
Concert Party number, and praised the
‘ballerina work of girl impersonator John
Hunter, and his associate “Lovelies”—the
gay deceivers.’
Any doubts that The Kiwis’ New Zealand

Noël Coward’s Private Lives, where he played
the voices of both Amanda and Elyot, was
a tour de force, as was his music lesson scene
from Bitter-Sweet (‘I’ll See You Again’).
Luckily both performances were captured
for posterity on record by Theatreart (TLP1)
in 1953. They are the only known dommercial
recordings of anything from The Kiwis.
When the company disbanded in 1953,
almost half of the performers who had
played the first show in Egypt were still with
it. Some remained in Australia to continue
their careers. Max Blake became a 

*
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popular radio singer, Stan Wineera played

Marlene Dietrich (‘Sanity’/Donovan–

(Grand–Boyd) from New Faces of 1952, and

the variety circuit, Red Moore became a

McKellar), originally seen in the Phillip

‘The Pro Musica Society’ (Tunick).

stand-up comic but also did work at Phillip

Street revue Hat Trick (1955), and girls

Street (Is Australia Really Necessary?), Bill

living off men (‘Merchandise Song’/Gerry

the revue broke new ground. ‘It is bright,

Bain worked in revue in Melbourne (Friday

Donovan–Lance Mulcahy), also seen at

Night Late Revue), and Terry Vaughan became

Phillip Street in Two To One (1955), ‘It must

Wilson and King scored with ‘Castro

Hamilton Heights Liberals who never had it

(Peter Myers–Alec Grahame) from the

Tango’ a comment on the Bay of Pigs crisis,

so good pleading, ‘Don’t Let Labor Ruin It’

London revue After the Show (1951). It had

Austin and Kennedy had fun in a Harold

(‘Hamilton Election Blues’). Alan Melville

been sung by Bettina Welch at Phillip Street

Pinter sketch, ‘Trouble In The Works’,

and Charles Zwar’s ‘Pale Hands I Hate’,

in Hit and Run (1954) and by Margo Lee in

impudent, and extremely well presented,

which satirised changing engineering manuals

originally seen in London’s A La Carte

J.C.Williamson’s For Amusement Only (1958).

and most of its material-about 60 per cent is

to make them politically correct, the cast

(1948) and featured in Phillip Street’s Hat

a musical director for J.C.Williamson’s

be hard to get the merchandise, tough to

of local origin-maintains a good standard.’

sent-up the musical The Sound Of Music

Trick (1955) got a workout, as did Arthur

directed and starred in Brisbane’s first theatre

before becoming the first director of the

get stuff’ with a tag that got a laugh on ‘And

Jarrett and Williams were praised for their

(‘The Sound Of Mucus’), and Marie Williams

Macrea and Richard Addinsall’s classic

restaurant intimate revue, Take A Chance

Canberra Theatre Centre in 1965.

some of them [girls] are seen with Edwin Duff.’

contributions: ‘In skits on an afternoon tea

got the laughs with the lisping ‘Cecilia

operetta send-up ‘Sweet Belinda’, originally

(14 May 1964), at the Soho Motel, at 333

reunion for some school “old girls”, a

Sissons’ (Gaynor), originally introduced by

performed by Joan Heal in London’s The

Wickham Terrace. John Kendall and Peter

Phillip Street style, came in 1956, when

Benjamin on the landmark Australian musical

Brisbane TV discussion panel, and a poets’

Carol Channing.

Lyric Revue (1951); it was also seen in the

Lloyd, who had taken over management of

Peter Stannard, fresh from Sydney,

Lola Montez (1958).

corner session, Jarrett is superb. Williams is

Union Rep’s Tram Stop 10 (1954) in

the restaurant, were the producers, and the

Brisbane’s first taste of intimate revue,

Stannard later collaborated with Peter

Let’s Go (11 August 1962) was the first of

Critical reception was good, claiming

Jarrett made only one appearance: in the

The following year, 1964, Russell Jarrett

gloriously funny as an opera-hating buff, and

next to last spot in the Second Act a funny

Melbourne, and Phillip Street’s Hit and Run

show also featured Bernard King, Janice

in Heaven’s Above—The Sky’s The Limit

three very successful revues at the Brisbane

cutting as an actor talking about another’s

piece on indoor sports by John McKellar.

(1954) in Sydney.

Courtney, Valerie Wilson and Barrie

(14 March 1956) at All Saints’ Hall, Ann

Arts Theatre (BAT), produced and devised

performance.’ ( James Duncan, Courier Mail).

Funniest of all, however, was ‘That Weird

Street. The cast included Kinsley Jarrett,

by actor Russell Jarrett, who was to become

Dick McCann, Judy Gordon, Kerry Craig,

the driving force behind the genre in

Richard Bowly, Shirley Walker, Lynette

Brisbane for the next

played a brief season

from Dave Brubeck’s hit at the time, ‘Take

McLaughlin, Lorna Bollman, Valerie Schaefer

decade. Let’s Go

under the banner of

Five’. Among the writers were David Sale,

and Stannard himself, with Graham Foreman

featured Ian Austin,

J.C.Williamson’s.

Charles Zwar, Alan Melville, Matt Dubey,

on piano. Material was provided by John

Bernard King, Colin

McKellar, Gerry Donovan, Lance Mulcahy,

Smith, Bryon

combined the best

Brian Southwell, Neville Thiele, Dick

Williams, Clarice

numbers from the two

the opening was ‘Conversation Piece’, a

McCann, Garth Nettheim, Brian McMahon,

Calder, Glynne

Arts revues, Let’s Go

number done to the tune of ‘La Cumparsita’,

Vic Bizannes, John Cummings, Graham

Gibbons, Di

and Roll Yer Socks Up.

and Wilson did ‘Going Up In Smoke’, a

Foreman and Peter Stannard.

O’Connor, Joan

It featured Bernard

Peter Stuyvesant cigarette send-up which

Tanner, Neil

King, Ian Austin,

had originally been seen at the Copenhagen

recycled from the Sydney University Revue

McLucas, who also

Rodney Delaney, Ray

Theatre Restaurant in Sydney. Zwar and

of 1954, a fact the critics noted, and one they

did choreography,

Dunlop, Shirley Head,

Melville’s ‘Etchings’ was given another

deemed was a mistake. ‘Many of the items

Barrie McMahon on

Joan Tanner, Marie

airing, and Matt Dubey and Harold Karr’s

are calculated to appeal to an undergraduate

piano, and Jarrett.

Williams, Judy Turner,

risqué ‘Mr. Livingston’ which had been

audience. They may not attract a wider

Material was by John

Valerie Wilson, Janice

introduced by Ethel Merman in their

public,’ said Roger Covell in the Courier

McKellar, Austin

Courtney and Russell

Broadway musical Happy Hunting (1956),

Mail, but he did go on to praise the talent:

and King, with

Jarrett, who also

provided a fine comic moment. The show

‘There are several witty things in the show,

overseas contributions Di O’Connor and Bryon Williams in ‘Adultery Examined’ from Let’s Go.

devised and directed.

played eight weeks until a disagreement

which is saying quite a lot. Settings and

from Charles Zwar,

music help it along very well, and Kingsley

Alan Melville,

Jarrett, Peter Stannard, and one or two

Jonathon Tunick, Murray Grand and Elise

others have the right kind of talent.’ He

Boyd.

produced, directed, wrote and performed

Most of Stannard’s material was being

then criticised a lack of really pointed

The most popular items were ‘City Hall

The show played for a record-breaking
14 weeks.

Following the successful season at the

Mob’ (Sheard), which poked fun at local

Arts, Roll Yer Socks Up (12 December 1963)

identities and events through the music of

moved into Her Majesty’s Theatre and

The show

Neil McLucas, Ray Dunlop, Bernard King, Ian Austin in Roll Yer Socks Up.
Gilbert and Sullivan: ‘A Police Commissioner’s

Neil

Lot Is Not A Happy One’, ‘Ruler Of The

Barrie McMahon and Brian Craig were on

Queen’s Country’, ‘A Wandering Ticket

twin pianos accompanied by Andre Rolls on

Up (10 August 1963), beat that by one

Seller I’, ‘Three Little Drama Maids Are We’

bass and Jimmy Howard on drums.

week, creating another box-office record.

and ‘Warana That Comes In The Spring, Tra-La’.

The next show at the Arts, Roll Yer Socks

McLucas did choreography and

Material was from the usual suspects:

Bourne, with Barrie McMahon on piano,
and choreography by Neil McLucas.
The idea of having five performers came

Harold Karr, King and Jarrett, King.
Bourne and Jarrett each had a solo spot,

between the two producers ended it. It was
the only show to play at this venue.
Continued in the next edition of On Stage
Special thanks for their assistance in the

social comment, but thought there were

Waltz’ (Austin), a send-up of Clem Jones,

Ron Sheard, Melvyn Morrow, John McKellar

preparation of this series go to Ian Austin,

‘some amusing skits on theatre advertising

the then Lord Mayor, ‘Adultery Examined’,

as were Bernard King, Bryon Williams, Ian

‘This is a funny show which aims at a

and Austin, King and Jarrett. In the Courier

Frank Mesh, Jay McKee, Ken Lord,

slides and a moderately good parody on a

a view of adultery from an English, American

Austin and Joan Tanner. They were joined

sophisticated and satirical treatment of a

Mail David Rowbothom called it ‘…bright,

Graham Foreman, Neil McLucas, Valerie

national news commentary’ (‘News

and French point of view, John McKellar’s

by newcomers Gerard Kennedy, Janice

wide range of excellent material. It is generally

brisk entertainment, providing a very

Wilson, Rod Delaney, Eric Hauff, Judy

Commentary’/McMahon).

‘Christopher Robin’, first seen in Phillip

Courtney, Valerie Wilson, Rodney Delaney,

right on target. There is little in it that is

necessary sophisticated surface for some

McCaffrey, Queensland Performing Arts

Street’s Hit and Run (1954) and ‘Operatic

Shirley Head, Marie Williams and Judy Turner.

objectionable—including a skit on the

“send-ups” that would be otherwise precocious.’

Museum (Christopher Smith, Beryl Davis,

complained about the undergraduate

Twist’ (Austin), which set operatic arias to

Choreography and piano accompaniment

Queen and Sir Robert Menzies.’ (The skit

He then said Jarrett was not only a good

Robyn Nason) and the staff at the Fryer,

appeal, but said the second half was ‘often

rock’n’roll:

were again handled by Neil McLucas and

provoked condemnation which of course

deviser and director, but also a ‘thoroughly

John Oxley and State Libraries, Queensland.

Barrie McMahon respectively. The writing

only helped the box-office.) James

enjoyable comic actor’.

team this time included Ron Sheard, Melvyn

Cunningham (The Daily Telegraph) however

tuberculosis (‘Three Jolly Consumpters’/

We don’t really need-a,
Tosca or Aïda,
When we do the operatic twist.

Morrow, John McKellar, Austin, King and

thought the ‘shocks in the show are often

out again: ‘Castro Tango’, ‘Adultery

on Saturday night’, On Stage, Summer,

Bizannes–Cummings) be ‘rigidly scrapped’.

‘Etchings’ (Zwar–Melville), from the

Jarrett, with overseas contributions from

just vulgar’, that it was old-fashioned

Examined’, ‘The Sound Of Mucus’, ‘That

page 30, should have read ‘Satirical review

D.L. Waraker in The Daily Telegraph also

funny, and had an occasional glimmer of
wit.’ He suggested the sketch about 

Russell Jarrett was back on stage again,

In the Courier Mail James Duncan said,

All of the popular numbers were trotted

The subheading for ‘It didn’t always close

Other subjects skewered included a Quo

London revue Sweetest And Lowest (1946-48)

Charles Zwar, Alan Melville, Arthur Macrea,

slapstick, and he could find nothing

Weird Mob’ and ‘Sweet Belinda’. A couple

lasted another eight years in Melbourne…’.

Vadis? movie send-up (‘Quo Mavis’/Thiele),

was the most popular of the overseas material,

Richard Addinsall, Charles Gaynor, Ogden

amusing in a sex-change operation. He did

of new items were added, including Shirley

The author, Peter Pinne, has pointed out

Agatha Christie (‘Whodunnit?’/Nettheim),

which also included ‘Guess Who I Saw Today’

Nash and Vernon Duke.

however like the wit of Wilson and King’s

Head’s version of the classic ‘Mr Henderson’

that in fact it lasted a full 16 years, as covered
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Letters to the Editor

Limelight

ran for such a short season at Her Majesty’s.

Out and about among the Who’s Been Seen Where on the theatre scene.

Melbourne memories
Thanks for featuring my production of Snow
White in On Stage (Summer 2007).
The piece was well written and, I might
say, well researched. I had no idea that
‘Snowy’ had toured the Tivoli circuit as far
back as 1938! I’m quite sure very few
people are aware of that fact. It may well
have been a tour to help promote the film,
of course, but the fact remains that the littleknown tour occurred.
I was interested to read the information
on the Dimboola DVD. I played the role of
Father Patrick O’Shea for many months in
the long-running season theatre-restaurant

When the show closed there was little

Lee, Billy Lesock or Lane Lesock. He built

for some three years. The city was very

an electric guitar in the 1930s. I remember

good to me artistically. I was fortunate

he played at the Victoria Hotel in Albert

enough to be embraced by Michael and

Park in the late 1930s.

Felippa Pate’s agency, Frog Promotions,
in three theatre-restaurants, several TV
commercials, three plays for the MTC
(though not as a contracted player) and some
episodes of Rush and Power Without Glory
for ABC TV. It was a great, if turbulent
time, and I remain forever grateful for
the experience.
-Lester Morris,
Glenwood, NSW

and was running concurrently with a
production in Sydney, which I saw during

Capitol value

the few days we had off over Christmas.

I thought VTT members might be

just arrived in town to play several roles in
the musical Two Gentlemen of Verona, which

-Lesleyanne M. Lesock,
Murrumbeena

and I appeared in all the Crawford epics,

in Melbourne. It proved to be very successful,

in the Pram Factory in 1973, because I had

guitar. He may have performed as Billy

to go home for, so I stayed in Melbourne

production of Dimboola at the Chevron Hotel

I had not seen the original production

My father played and taught Spanish

interested in this photograph of the Capitol
Theatre ballet. My guess is that it’s from
the late 1920s or early ’30s. The girls have
dedicated it to my father.

Arrow points
Part Two of ‘Returning the Arrow’ (On
Stage, Summer 2006) received with thanks;
your photo caption has given me the very
title for my ‘autobiography’—Donald Kevin
McBeath Obscured —I love it!
The typesetter however obscured my
little French lesson by putting an accent on
Degas, where there is, in fact, none! Alex
Berry was insistent that it be pronounced
de-GAH—which nobody does!
I have had exchange and counterexchange with Barry J. Gordon over his
cosmic whereabouts; and thanks for letting
me have that Right of Reply!
- Kevin McBeath,
Camberwell n

Clockwise from top left: nDirector Robert Chuter and veteran
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15 December 2006. nSam Schwarz, David Cullinane and Ross Skiffington

playwright Julia Britton at the ACMI première of Rob George’s

at the première of Harp on the Willow, Comedy Theatre, 1 March 2007.

documentary Julia Britton: Fearless, on 13 March 2007. nPatricia Finn

nBob

Crimeen, Beverley Dunn, Faye Crimeen and Jim White at the

with celebrated conductor and French horn virtuoso Barry Tuckwell

première of Harp on the Willow, Comedy Theatre, 1 March 2007. nAt

at a reception on 7 December 2006 to announce the forthcoming

Marizles Wirth’s funeral at North Road Cemetery, Adelaide, 17 January

publication by Macmillan of Ms Finn’s biography of her famous aunt,

2007: Robert Perry, Margaret Wirth and June Beaverstock. Photo courtesy

the Australian soprano Amy Castles. nPaul Kathner surveys his work

of June Beaverstock. nJim McPherson and Simon Dickie at the première

on a new backcloth for The Phantom of the Opera at Scenic Studios,

of Jim’s production, Moonshadows, at the Athenaeum, 18 January 2006. n
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Green for
theatre excellence

THE JOHN TRUSCOTT
DESIGN FOUNDATION INC.

The Green Room Awards for 2006
Victoria Theatres Trust and the John Truscott Design Foundation congratulate winners of the 2006 Green Room
Awards for excellence in Melbourne theatre, presented at the Arts Centre’s Fairfax Studio on 1 April 2007.

The Green Room Awards for 2006 took

depending upon art-form but, in the case of

Opera

Theatre (Independent)

Sound, Music: Elizabeth Drake, Cargo

place at the Arts Centre’s Fairfax Studio on

most spoken-word drama and music theatre,

Design: David Hockney, The Rake’s Progress

Set Design: Julie Renton, For Samuel Beckett

Male Performer: John Wood,

1 April, hosted by Julia Zemiro and with an

seasons of at least a fortnight. There is no

Direction: Jean-Pierre Mignon, Così Fan Tutte

Lighting Design/AV: Luke Hails & Ivanka

impressive line-up of nominees from all

application required, or joining fee: the

Supporting Female: Catherine Carby,

over the country.

panels themselves do their best to ferret out

What does being nominated for a Green
Room Award really mean?

work both commercial and subsidised, oneoff or touring.

On any given night in Melbourne, there

It does help, however, if the production is

are nearly 70 members of the Green Room

notified to the association secretary through

Awards Association seeking out the finest
work in theatre, dance opera, music theatre

the website to facilitate ticketing.
In 1987, the then Lord Mayor Winsome

and cabaret from the huge CBD proscenium

McCaughey, declared the third Tuesday in

arch theatres to the smallest inner-city cellar.

February to be ‘Theatre Day’ in the City of

Now in its 24th year, the Green Room

workers in the theatre from wiggies to flymen,

dedicated band of senior members of the

coryphées to chorus. In other years the Green

performing arts community to award

Room Awards ceremony has been held on

excellence each year on the Melbourne

Theatre Day. Now, with a change to a calendar

stage in the professional performing arts.

judging year, nominations are announced

Based on the concept of peer review, the

on Theatre Day, then the nominating panels

Association takes its name from the place in

begin a secret ballot and the mad flurry to

every theatre where working actors often

organise the nominees to attend the

pass all manner of candid judgment—even if

celebration some five weeks later begins.

The Green Rooms share some similarity

For those who have never been to a
Green Room Awards ceremony, it is hard

with the older Mo Awards in Sydney which

to explain, but instantly understandable once

are likewise peer-based and supported on

one is there. There are envelopes and

an entirely voluntary basis. The other similarity

acceptance speeches, but there is also a

is they are based on performances given in

huge sense of celebration as the diverse

a single city in the calendar year—whether

elements of the profession meet together.

home-grown or touring in from interstate.

The Green Room Awards are supported

On this basis, around 200—and sometimes

principally by the Arts Centre; sponsors

more—productions are seen by Green Room

include the City of Melbourne, the Media

panel members. Using this simple if

& Entertainment Arts Alliance, Her Majesty’s

arduous formula, the Green Room Awards

Theatre, Melbourne Theatre Company and

are recognised nationally and

philanthropic foundations and individuals.

internationally as Australia’s top peerreviewed awards.
Panel members are drawn from professional

An enormous number of people, who
may know one another’s name but may
never have worked together, get to see one

theatre workers, often themselves now Green

another on stage celebrated by their peers,

Room Award nominees or recipients, each

and the talking goes on throughout the

of whom is approved by the executive after

afternoon in the bars and foyers as the panel

being selected by the panels and proposed

voting results are each presented.

by the panel heads on the basis of the
member’s curriculum vitae.
The only criterion for Green Room

At the same time, the history of the living
Melbourne theatrical tradition is celebrated;
those who have passed on are remembered

eligibility is that productions be fully

and those who have retired speak to those

professional and mounted for a minimum

newly arrived —all in the same language

run in Melbourne—a run which varies

of excellence.
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An

Supporting Male: John Bolton Wood,
enduring tribute to the aspirations and
achievements of John

Truscott,

the

foundation is dedicated to uphold,
encourage and promote creative design at

La Traviata
Principal Female: Emma Matthews, Julius
Caesar/Lakmé
Principal Male: Joshua Bloom,

the highest level.

John Truscott Design Foundation Inc,
PO Box 69, East Melbourne, Victoria 3003
email: mdc@soudhouse.com.au

Melbourne to celebrate and recognise all

Awards Association was created by a

the room is almost never green!

Julius Caesar

The Rake’s Progress
Conductor: Nicholas Braithwaite,
La Traviata
Production: ChamberMade, The Hive

opportunity to feature the philanthropic

Music Theatre

work of others and build a sense of

Direction/Staging: Craig Ilott, Hedwig and

hard on relationships, peripatetic and full
of ephemeral memories.
The John Truscott Design Foundation
Inc presents a cash award on the
recommendation of the association to
enable a designer to document his or her
stage work for future generations: worthy
winners in the past three years have been
the late Trina Parker, Anna Tregloan and,
this year, Hugh Colman.
We thank the John Truscott Foundation
committee for their continuing support and
invite others to think about similar initiatives
to support and celebrate theatrical
excellence from within the profession.
The association also honours a Lifetime
Achievement Recipient each year. This

the Angry Inch

Direction: William Henderson & Anne
Thompson, For Samuel Beckett
Production: Eleventh Hour Theatre,
For Samuel Beckett

Originals, The Boy From Oz
Betty Pounder Original Choreography
Award: Ross Coleman, Dusty
Musical Direction: Michael Tyack,

MEAA Ensemble Award: Here Theatre,

Leading Male: Iota, Hedwig and the Angry Inch
Featured Female: Colleen Hewett,
The Boy From Oz

Production: Red Stitch, Harvest

Cabaret
Musical Direction: Libby O’Donovan,
Women With Standards
Original Songs: Tim Minchin,
Emerging Artistes: Daniel Maloney &
Geraldine Quinn
Cabaret Artiste: Tim Minchin

Theatre (New Form)
Production: Kage/Malthouse, Headlock

Visual Design: Scott Otto Anderson,
Honour Bound
Composition/Sound: Paul Charlier,

Outstanding Show: Tim Minchin,
Tim Minchin
Contribution to Cabaret: Maria Frendo
(Dante’s)/The Butterfly Club

GRAA Awards
City of Melbourne Best New Australian
Play Award: Gabrielle Macdonald,

Honour Bound

Debt/Peter Houghton, The Pitch

The Boy From Oz
Leading Female: Tamsin Carrol, Dusty

It Just Stopped
Direction: Denis Moore, Harvest

Tim Minchin

MEAA Ensemble Award: Headlock

Theatre (Companies)
Stage Design: Shaun Gurton, Festen
Lighting: Paul Jackson, It Just Stopped

John Trustcott Excellence In Design
Award: Hugh Colman
Technical Achievement: Kerry Saxby
Lifetime Achievement: Sue Nattrass AO n

Featured Male: Murray Bartlett,
The Boy From Oz
The City Of Melbourne New Australian
Production Award: Dusty

Martin Carlson

oam

(left) with

Hugh Colman, winner of the 2006
John Truscott Design Foundation Award

Choreography: Lucy Guerin, Structure

for Excellence in Design.

and Sadness

since her days at JCW’s and the Arts

Concept and Realisation: Kage, Headlock

Centre were celebrated at the ceremony.

MEAA Ensemble Award: Australian

remains in place in the mezzanine of the

Pitch, For Samuel Beckett

Lighting/Sound/AV: Interactive

commitment to the Australian performing

Arts Collection and private sources

Male Performer: Peter Houghton, The

Direction: Kate Denborough, Headlock

Dance

An exhibition drawn from the Performing

Haul Away

Costume/Set Design: Roger Kirk, Dusty

year we saluted Sue Nattrass, whose ongoing
arts and her integral place in Melbourne

Female Performer: Glynis Angell,

The Time Is Not Yet Ripe

One other feature has been the

community in a profession which can be

Sokol, Damask Drum
Sound Design: Fiona Roake, Haul Away

It Just Stopped
Female Performer: Rebecca Massey,

Ballet/Bangarra, Rites
Sound Composition: Helen Mountfort,
Monumental
Design: Frieder Weiss, Glow

Arts Centre throughout April .
For more information visit the Green
Room Awards website: www.greenroom.org.au

Female Dancer, Ros Warby, Monumental
Male Dancer: Byron Perry, Year’s Work
Outstanding Contribution: Graeme

- Dr Mark Williams, President

Murphy & Janet Vernon

Green Room Awards Association Inc. n
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Essie Jenyns: A star in the making

costumes from the

which Mr Holloway found himself at the

wonderful

opening of his present season was enough

Jan Gordon-Clark documents the early days of a great Australian actress.

spending spree in

to stagger the boldest manager. He had lost

London and Paris

absolutely everything in the wreck of the

were Essie’s from

Ly-ee-Moon. The whole of the scenery,

The Broken Idol

besides the gorgeous dresses and valuable

(the review stressed

jewels, which Mr and Mrs Holloway had

this when they

sent so much of their time in Europe

played it). They

gathering together, had gone to the bottom

opened the season

of the sea. Many a man would have given

with two plays Bill

up the idea of doing the tragedies under

knew the public

such unforeseen and heartrending

would flock to

circumstances. Not so Mr Holloway, nor

see, and with

that active lady, his wife. Mrs Holloway,

which the company

who was in Sydney, at once set to work to

was completely

gather everything she could to supply the

familiar: first A

place of the lost, and since the arrival of the

Ring of Iron,

company in Brisbane the drapers have

followed by The

been constantly visited by them; and with

Broken Idol, both

an army of dressmakers and scene-painters,

of which they

whose services were enlisted, a grand result
has been achieved.’7

I

n the 1880s, Essie Jenyns was as

and Europe for a year. This was advertised

famous and well-loved by the

as a year of study to further Essie’s career.

Australian theatre-going public as her

In reality, they went first to London, where

exact contemporary, Nellie Stewart. From

they saw many plays, including those with

1885 to 1888, Charlemont and Co., leading

Henry Irving.

photographers in Sydney, sold 15 000

This was followed by Paris, where they

photographs of her in her various

saw Sarah Bernhardt in Theodora. Essie

characters, mainly Shakespearean.1

attended classes at the Conservatoire,

There were riots as thousands gathered

taught by members of the Comèdie

to watch her arrive at her wedding in

Française. The only lessons she took

Sydney in December 1888. She was

were ‘in management of the breath’

a star, but is now mostly forgotten,

from old William Creswick
in London.3

known only to theatre historians.
Essie was born in Brisbane in

Bill Holloway’s main

1864, the daughter of Emily and

objective in London was to

Robert Jennings, who had

purchase the rights of plays, plus

migrated from England the

set designs for Shakespeare. In

previous year. Emily left her

Paris, the Holloways spent money

unsatisfactory husband, moving to

lavishly on beautiful costumes for

Sydney with Essie and her brother a

Essie, together with jewels and

few years later.

props.

In Sydney, Emily met Bill

Back in Australia, they opened in

Holloway, a young Englishman who

Ballarat, as usual, playing two of the

was slowly building a reputation as a

melodramas Bill had acquired, A Ring of

useful actor in leading and second lead

Then came Essie’s début as Juliet.

the theatre, where they acted wherever

The advertisements trumpeted that ‘the

they could find work, in Adelaide,

costumes worn by Miss Jenyns were made

Melbourne and Sydney. They had three

expressly for her by WORTH in Paris’,

children—Theodora, Juliet and Jack—who

while the costumes generally were ‘made

boarding houses for some years.
Information about the family history
comes mainly from a book written by
David Holloway, Emily and Bill’s grandson,
in 1979. It contains a kernel of truth in most
stories, though some are inaccurate when
checked against facts.
According to family legend, Emily had
a much better head for business than Bill.
She rapidly saw that the profit lay in running
the company, not simply in acting. Bill and
Emily joined James Allison’s company at
Adelaide’s Theatre Royal in 1878, with Bill
also as stage manager, a position allowing
him to learn how to run a theatre company.
At the end of the year’s season, Bill
cautiously branched out on his own,
pinching most of the actors from Allison,
and opening his own season at the Theatre
Royal, Hobart.
By now, Essie had joined what was to
Page 24

become a family company. She said she
was ‘two years walking the stage before she
was allowed a speaking part’.2 Her first
speaking role was in December 1878, as the
page in Richelieu, where the title role was
played by William Creswick. Bill cleverly
persuaded overseas touring stars to play
short seasons with his company, relying on
their drawing power to help establish his
company’s credentials. In 1881, Bill launched
the Holloway Dramatic Company in Ballarat,
which he returned to as the company’s base
until 1885.
Essie rapidly emerged as a talented
actress. By 1884 she and Bill were leading
the company, which by now was touring to
capital cities, as well as provincial centres
such as Ballarat and Bendigo, playing mainly
melodrama, but adding some Shakespeare.
At the end of 1884, using the profits the
company had made, Bill and Emily took
Essie and her three step-siblings to England

by Auguste et Cie, from designs by the
Hon. Lewis Wingfield’ and ‘THE ARMS
AND JEWELS [were] made by Hirst et Cie
and M. Muller, Paris.’4 The advertisement
also promised a chorus of monks and nuns,
an innovation that might have astonished
the play’s author.
They toured to Launceston, Hobart and
Bendigo, honing the productions and
performances as they went. Then they were
to travel north.
All was set for a brilliant opening in
Brisbane, where Bill was planning a three
month season, as he knew they were always
popular there, and expected to make good
profits. However, disaster struck, as
dramatically as in some of the melodramas
they performed on-stage.
David Holloway writes that Emily had a
daydream, a presentiment of danger and
insisted that the three children, who were to
have travelled to Brisbane on the steamship
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repeatedly since

David Holloway writes that Bill moved

the beginning of

into the theatre and worked ‘day and night

the year.

with the stage staff designing and painting

Somehow the

Iron and The Broken Idol.

roles. Bill persuaded Emily to join him in

were left, along with Essie, in theatrical

had performed

elaborate effects he had planned weeks earlier.

these two plays

For six days he grabbed only brief rests in

up and running.

his dressing-room’ in true theatrical tradition.

David Holloway’s
Essie Jenyns as Juliet in Romeo and Juliet.

new scenery, doing his best to recreate the

Holloways got

The sketches of the scenic designs were

narrative has

saved, as the opening night review tells us,

every theatre

and presumably the costume designs also,

manager in Australia sending a telegram to

as Emily ‘was in their hotel room, designing,

Bill ‘offering him the contents of his
wardrobe and scene dock’.5 Probably there

cutting and making a complete set of

(for Sydney and then Brisbane), carrying all

is enough truth in this to show that Bill

Finally, there were revelations in the

the sets, costumes and properties of the

borrowed sets and costumes from stock to

opening night review in the Brisbane

Holloway Dramatic Company, as well as

get the two plays on.

Courier, probably deliberately leaked by that

Ly-ee-Moon, be brought to her.
Meanwhile, the Ly-ee-Moon left Melbourne

passengers and crew.
After passing Cape Howe, she ran onto

The opening night of the season was ‘all

costumes’, which sounds just as dramatic.

shrewd and resourceful PR representative,

that the most exacting of managements

Emily, of ‘a dress and scenic rehearsal

a reef just below the Green Cape lighthouse,

could wish,’ wrote the reviewer. Bill and

which was held after the regular

and immediately broke in two. Seventy-one

Emily, and Essie were welcomed back after

performance last night, and which did not

people drowned, and almost all the precious

their travels overseas, and ‘the general

sets and costumes were lost.

admission last evening was that all have

terminate until an early hour this
morning’.8

One of the oldest sayings in the theatre,
quoted ad nauseam in theatrical plays and
films, is ‘The show must go on’. To those
backstage it is a fact of life. Somehow, no
matter what happens (and all theatricals
have fabulous and sometimes blissfully

profited by the additional experience so
gained and that some of the crudities of
former days have been eradicated’.6
With goodwill like that, A Ring of Iron
was bound to be a success.
It ran for two weeks, to be followed by

This sounds very familiar to anyone
involved in theatre.
The members of the Holloway
Dramatic Company may have been
exhausted on opening night, but in true
theatrical tradition, the play was a triumph.

exaggerated tales to tell to prove it), the

The Broken Idol for a few days, giving the

Sets and costumes were described in detail,

show MUST go on. The Brisbane season

company time to recreate the sets and

and it is clear how hard Emily worked to

had to open on time, and the Holloways

costumes for Romeo and Juliet, less than a

recreate the Hon. Lewis Wingfield’s

were about to show they were not going to

month after the shipwreck.

designs. He was ‘the great English

be beaten, even if the only surviving
Autumn 2007

The Courier reported: ‘The position in

archaeological authority and accepted

*
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arbiter in matters of costume, whose services

her youth and beauty, it was her acting

moved from actress to star in the three

A pictorial celebration in which Australia’s

RRP $79.95

engrossed Shakespeare from his early plays

have been so largely availed of by Henry

which impressed him most. He considered

weeks run of Romeo and Juliet. However,

leading critics and commentators discuss and

to the late romances. A literary tour de force

Irving in his great Shakespearean revivals of late

‘great judgment was shown in the gay and

that, and what followed, is another story.

dissect the country’s most memorable movies.

years.’

light-hearted joyousness of the early part of

G&S: the company they
kept

Bill had shown style in choosing designs
from Wingfield, and a large amount of the
money he spent must have gone to

Scribal, 2006. 260pp. RRP $59.95

the play, and the perfect harmony of the

Jan Gordon-Clark is the third generation of

latter part with the former’.

a Melbourne theatrical family. She acted at

He continued: ‘The balcony scene…
showed all the delicate tenderness of the

Mitchell and George Fairfax directed the

Juliet’s first costume is described as ‘of

love-inspired maiden; the surprised admission

plays. She wrote her PhD thesis on early

brocaded moiré, of a pale, delicate pink

causing the unaccustomed abandon and

Melbourne theatre, and is working on a

shade, hanging in one single graceful fold

giving rise to the expressions of love, in

biography of Essie Jenyns.

from the throat downwards, with jewelled

displaying which no artificiality was shown.

cap to match, girole of pearls, chatelaine of
gold, and fan of soft white plumes.’9

In the chamber and tomb scenes, where the

References

excitement of frenzy and the desolation of

1. Gerald Marr Thompson, ‘Miss Essie

The following day, the critic related that

despair have to be shown, great power was

personalities.
Bunthorne Books, Bristol, 2007. 160pp.
RRP £10
Details: tonyjoseph@waitrose.com

Untangling Houdini

    1888, p.88

behaviour, and, if some enthusiastic admirer

slight blemish which time and further study

2. Thompson, p.8

attempted to break with his customary

only can mend, a tendency to overtax the

3. Thompson, p.85

plaudits the attentive stillness of the attitude

voice and by straining after effect to produce

4. Ballarat Courier, 20 January 1886, p.1 ad.

of the rest, he was hushed into silence by a

little discordant touches of which the slight

5. David Holloway, Playing the Empire,

general chorus of disapprobation, which was

and delicate physique was the natural
cause.’10

    1979, p.47

revelation of what a Shakespearean play
can be made’. He immediately dealt with

A superbly researched account of the career

great promise, though it needed to develop.

8. Brisbane Courier, 25 June 1886, p.6

immediately followed that in Brisbane,

performance as Juliet. While he mentioned

Essie’s Juliet was a sensation, and she

of the legendary illusionist and escapologist
—but, unfortunately, the coverage of his
1910 Australian visit is limited largely to an
account of his achievements as a pioneer

6. Brisbane Courier, 8 June 1886, p.6
7. Brisbane Courier, 25 June 1886, p.6

the matter of greatest interest, Essie’s

The Secret Life of Houdini: The Making of      
America’s First Superhero

Clearly Essie gave a performance of
In the Sydney season, which

William Kalush and Larry Sloman:

  Jenyns’, article in The Centennial Magazine,

manifested, though here, too, was the one

In his view the performance was ‘a

Another in Bunthorne Books’ important series
of biographies of notable D’Oyly Carte

the audience ‘paid homage by its silent good

half an appeal and half an indignant command’.

Leonard Osborn; ‘Dauntless He...’

St Martin’s in its glory days, when Irene

acquiring them. To give only one example:

aviator, though many previously unpublished

Double trouble

9. Brisbane Courier, 25 June 1886, p.6
10. Brisbane Courier, 26 June 1886, p.5

n

Dean Jensen:
The Lives and Loves of Daisy and
Violet Hilton

First reading

conjoined twins of the 20th century. Brought
to Australia in 1913 as an opening attraction

Take a chair

The greatest actor of the 20th century was

inspired many followers and provoked some

at Melbourne’s Luna Park, they later appeared

Jeff Apter:

as elusive in life as he was famous on stage.

bitter enemies. Her candid memoir will

at Sydney’s White City, and fell into the

Coleman draws for the first time on the vast

intrigue every Australian in the media

clutches of Myer Myers, an unscrupulous

archive of Olivier’s private papers, revealing

industry, every parent raising a child, every

Australian entrepreneur. He took them to

the self his subject worked so masterfully to

woman who ever strove for career success,

the United States where his cruel 20-year

and anyone interested in how leadership

exploitation of them ended only after a

works.

sensational and dramatic court battle.

The complete, unexpurgated story of the
Australian group Silverchair, from the loft
above a family garage to centre stage at
Madison Square Garden.
Random House, 2006. 360pp. RRP $24.95

Born to draw crowds
Michael Barrier:
The Animated Man: A life of Walt Disney
A portrait of Walt Disney as a flawed but

obscure. A fascinating section on Olivier’s
1948 tour of Australia is slightly marred by
inaccuracies such as a reference to his stay
at ‘The Collins Hotel’ in Melbourne and the

Melbourne University Press, 2006.

Great company

fascinating artist, whose imaginative leaps

Richard Davies:

kept him ahead of the competition and

Geoffrey Parsons—Among Friends

Channelling Percy Grainger
Malcolm Gillies, David Pear and
    Mark Carroll (eds):
An extraordinary ‘self-portrait’ compiled

An authorised biography of the Australian

from autobiographical material lodged by

worldwide attention.

pianist Geoffrey Parsons (1929-1995), celebrated

Grainger in the museum at the University

as ‘the finest accompanist of his generation’.

of Melbourne shortly before his death.

RRP $59.95 plus postage. (From Inbooks.
See note on page 27 at end of ‘First reading’.)

The private Olivier
Terry Coleman:
Olivier—The Authorised Biography
Page 26

ABC Books, 2006. 288pp. RRP $39.95

Oxford University Press, 2006. 288pp.
RRP $120

Bloodbath
In the course of her busy career, Edgar has

Peter Jones:
Ove Arup: Master Builder of the
The first biography of the great and
versatile engineer Ove Arup (1895-1988),
founder of the firm of consulting engineers
that worked on iconic structures such as the
Sydney Opera House. With full access to
the vast Arup archives, Jones includes a
revelatory account of the Opera House

Bloodletting
Patricia Edgar:

Creative genius

Twentieth Century

Self-Portrait of Percy Grainger

produced works that, even today, command
University of California Press HB 424pp

Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 2006. 422pp.
RRP TBA

480pp. RRP $45

claim that he played mainly in cinemas.
Bloomsbury, 2005. 624pp. RRP $39.95

locally-taken photographs are included.
Atria Books (Simon & Schuster), 2006.
608pp. RRP $39.95
Also available in the US on CD as an
audio book

The extraordinary story of the most famous

A roundup of books of theatre interest for people interested in theatre.

A New Tomorrow: The Story of Silverchair

Tony Joseph:

project and the people involved, complete

Oz on screen
Scott Hocking and Bill Collins (eds):
100 Greatest Films of Australian Cinema
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with 80 previously unpublished photographs.
Yale University Press, 2006. 352pp.

Ivory gold
Robert Emmet Long:
James Ivory in Conversation: How Merchant      
Ivory Makes its Movies
An exclusive series of interviews with a threetime Oscar winning director known for the
international scope of his filmmaking on
several continents over more than 40 years.
California University Press, 350pp, 70
b&w photographs (Available from Inbooks.
See note on page 27 at end of ‘First reading’.)

Music to your years
Ed Nimmervoll:
Friday On My Mind
A comprehensive, engagingly written,
lavishly illustrated year-by-year account of
Australian popular music from the 1950s
until now. Five Mile Press, 2004. 240pp.
RRP $34.95

Thinking of the Bard
A.D.Nuttall:
Shakespeare the Thinker
In one of the best guides to Shakespeare’s
plays, Nuttall studies the intellectual
preoccupations and questions that
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from a distinguished Shakespeare scholar.
Yale University Press
HB 448pp RRP $59.95 plus postage.
(Available from Inbooks. See note on page
27 at end ‘First reading’.)

Circus Dynasty
Geraldine O’Brien:
Dynasties 2
The book of the second series of the
ABC’s Dynasties program includes a useful
chapter on seven generations of the Ashton
family and their famous circus. The
complete Series Two is also available on DVD.
ABC Books, 2006. 272pp. RRP $29.95;
ABC DVD, 2005. 171 minutes. RRP $30.95

A look at opera
Charles Osborne:
The Opera Lover’s Companion
This well-known authority gives 175 entries
setting some of the most popular operas in
the context of the composers’ careers, plot
outlines, the music and relevant information
on the libretti, staging and most famous
interpreters of the principal roles.
Yale University Press, 2007, PB, 640pp.
RRP $44.95. (From Inbooks: see note on
page 27 at end of ‘First reading’.)

Tuning in to Gershwin
Howard Pollack:
George Gershwin—His Life and Work
A comprehensive biography which unravels
the myths surrounding one of America’s
most celebrated composers, one who helped
make the golden age of Broadway golden.
California University Press
HB 909pp. RRP $79.95 plus postage.
(Available from Inbooks. See note on page
27 at end of ‘First reading’.)

Orson, seriously
Jonathan Rosenbaum:
Discovering Orson Welles
After 35 years of writing about the
subject, Rosenbaum has arranged his
essays, interviews, and reviews
chronologically and included commentary
that updates the scholarship.
University of California Press PB
348pp. (Available from Inbooks. See note
on page 27 at end of ‘First reading’.)

*
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Last reading

Nicole, the fan-tasy
David Thomson:

Melbourne stage-by-stage

For 18 years VTT member Mike Sutcliffe

Nicole Kidman

has been single-handedly compiling, editing

This, the latest Kidman bio, was greeted

and publishing Australian Record and Music

thus by the New Yorker: ‘Thomson’s

T

Review, a quarterly journal authoritatively

bizarre paean to his favourite actress is
ostensibly a meticulous study of an actress’s
career… A true obsessive, Thomson seems
to have logged every detail of Kidman’s
public life, including “the curve of her
bottom”—though we hear much more about
Thomson. What begins as an analysis of
stardom ends up as a case study of fandom.’
Bloomsbury, 2006. 320pp. RRP $39.95
(PB); $59.95 (HB)

he refurbished Princess’s reopened

documenting who recorded what, where

with a new pantomime; other

and when in Australia.

attractions of the year included

Now, after 72 issues, health concerns

seasons by George Edwardes’ Gaiety

have prompted Mike to suspend publication

Company, the Brough-Boucicault Company

—temporarily, we hope.

giving the Melbourne première of Wilde’s

‘Mike’s journal has been the flagship

An Ideal Husband on 8 June, and the Australian

for local and international sound recording

première of The Importance of Being Earnest

scholarship and research,’ said Peter Burgis,

on 10 August.

a fellow recorded sound historian (and

Late in 1895 J.C.Williamson faced

another VTT member).

financial ruin and, according to his biographer,

‘Though Mike founded it to allow

The Kid with the show biz
Mum

Ian Dicker, was forced to risk everything on

discographers to exchange information,

an original pantomime written by Bert

most importantly it has allowed him to

Peter Yeldham:

make available to the collecting community

The Murrumbidgee Kid
In this novel that moves from Gundagai to
Sydney during the Depression, a ‘stage

Djin—a fairytale of old Japan. Williamson

VTT joins with Peter and Mike’s many

himself is said to have confided his fiscal

over some 50 years of study and investigation.

friends and colleagues in thanking him for

predicament to the assembled cast at the

the magazine and wishing him a speedy

final dress rehearsal, and in true showbiz

reference library which will be used by

bring them both the stardom that she

Royle and himself. It was entitled Djinstudents for years to come.’

the wealth of information he has accumulated
‘The 72 issues form a formidable

mother’ sees in her son a talent that could

return to good health.

n

style they vowed their loyal support.
Djin-Djin opened on 26 December 1895

craves in the local vaudeville and film

Gus
goss

extricated, and he started the generator at

I hear from my

turn off all the foyer lights, so that as soon

Note: Inbooks has generously offered a

mate Sir Roy,

as full power was restored there was a

discount to VTT members: just advise them

the Arts Centre’s

mighty current surge that knocked out

you are a member of Victoria Theatres

cat, that the

some of the Fairfax and Playhouse

Trust when you order.

MTC’s productions

lighting rigs.

industry. According to the author the story
is based partly on the reminiscences of
actor Bill Kerr.
Viking, 2006. 448pp. RRP $29.95

The hapless keyman was eventually
around 7.30pm.
Unfortunately nobody had thought to

of Entertaining

Technicians struggled to get the rigs

Belrose, NSW 2085, Locked Bag 535, Frenchs

Mr Sloane and

back on line, but eventually gave up. At

Forest, NSW 1604; phone (02) 9986 7082;

Don’s Party

around 8.15pm management decided to

email orders@inbooks.com.au

(playing at the

‘pull the plug’, and patrons were politely

Order from Inbooks, 3 Narabang Way,

n

Fairfax and Playhouse respectively) were
Patron: Sue Nattrass AO
Committee:
Chairman: Robin Grove
Treasurer: Simon Marsh
Secretary: Philip Waldron
Committee Members:
Peter Johnson, Margaret Marshall,     
Bruce McBrien OAM, Julie Ross,
Darien Sticklen
Editorial Committee:
Dr Mimi Colligan, David Cullinane,      
Elisabeth Kumm, Frank Van Straten OAM
Ex-Officio: Evan Hercules
Postal address
PO Box 382, Malvern,
Victoria 3144, Australia
e-mail
victt@bigpond.net.au
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In this, the fourth part of his history of the Princess, Ralph Marsden picks up the story
as the theatre reopens after refurbishments, in February 1895.

both unwitting victims of The Great Power
Blackout Of The Sixteenth Of January.
When the power went down the
exhausted patrons who had battled their
way through the traffic chaos in time for the
6.30pm performances were told to remain
in their seats because the shows would start
as soon as power was restored.
Now why, I hear you ask, didn’t the Arts
Centre’s emergency generator leap into life
to ensure that the shows went on?
Well, it seems that the generator doesn’t
work automatically: it has to be turned on
with a key. And where was the all important
keeper of this vital key? Yes, he was stuck in
one of the Arts Centre’s lifts.

told to go home.

to immediate success, playing at the Princess’s
until 14 February 1896 before touring

The
Princess
Theatre
…Astley’s Amphitheatre
The Royal Amphitheatre
The Princess’s Theatre and
Opera House
The Princess’s Theatre
The Princess’s Opera House
The Royal Princess’s Theatre
The Academy of Music
The Royal Princess’s
Opera House
The New Princess’s Theatre
The People’s Theatre
The New Princess Theatre
163 Spring Street, Melbourne

to the third act’ was a demonstration of
‘The Lumière Cinematographe’ by
Monsieur Marius Sestier—the first time
motion pictures were shown at the Princess’s.
At the Princess’s, the year 1897 belonged
to English actor Julius Knight: he starred in
the first Australian production of The Prisoner
of Zenda on 13 February, The Sign of the Cross
on 3 July and A Royal Divorce on
2 October—all plays he repeatedly
reappeared in and which helped him
become The Firm’s most popular matinée
idol for the next two decades.
The year 1897 also saw the Australian
début of English musical comedy star Ada
Reeve, in The Gay Parisienne on 30 October
and famous English actor-manager and
playwright Wilson Barrett in Claudian on
18 December. Ada Reeve, who was
appearing with her husband, Bert Gilbert,
returned after Barrett’s season for another
two-month run from 5 March 1898,

throughout Australasia; Williamson later

although by early July they had begun

declared it the most financially rewarding

divorce proceedings in Melbourne.

pantomime he had ever produced.
Although the Brough-Boucicault

Robert Brough, now heading his own
company but retaining much of the old

Company presented their last Melbourne

Brough-Boucicault repertoire, returned to

season in 1896, the year also brought the

the Princess’s on 4 February 1899. Other

American actress Edith Crane in the

highlights of that year included the first

Australian première of Trilby on 6 April, the

Australian production of the American
musical success

return of Mrs Brown

The Belle of New

Potter and Kyrle
Bellew on 6 June,

George Musgrove in his office

York on 1 April,

and the arrival of

at the Princess Theatre.

and the American

American comic

Hoyt and McKee

actor Nat Goodwin

Company of

in A Gilded Fool on

comedians (which

25 July. Goodwin

included future

And a window of
opportunity…

was joined by his

entrepreneur

wife, the beautiful

Hugh J. Ward) in

‘Don’t shoot the pianist’ is a wonderful old

Maxine Elliott,

A Trip to Chinatown

making her

from 29 July.

Perhaps a spare generator key at Stage
Door would be a good idea.
Huh?

show biz saying—but what about ‘Don’t
shoot the theatre’?
Well Gertie, the National Theatre’s cat,
tells me that’s exactly what happened a
couple of months back.
There were two neat bullet holes in one
of the big windows on the theatre’s Carlisle
Street frontage to prove it!


- Gus, the theatre cat n
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Australian début

As the result of

with her sister

increasing acrimony,

Gertrude on

Williamson and

22 August.

Musgrove dissolved

When Djin-Djin

their partnership

was given a three-

at the end of 1899,

week revival from

Williamson

31 October, ‘incidental

transferring his *
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activities to the Alexandra, which he quickly

theatre companies then in Melbourne for a

transformed into Her Majesty’s. He last leased

‘Distressed Actors’ Fund Benefit Matinée’.

the Princess’s for six weeks from 24 February

Musgrove also presented Shakespeare at

1900 to present a pantomime, and late in

the Princess’s that year, beginning with an

the season also included ‘The Anglo-American

English company directed by Robert

Bio Tableau’ with ‘thrilling genuine war

Courtneidge in an elaborate staging of A

pictures’ from the Boer War then raging in

Midsummer Night’s Dream from 11 April,

South Africa.

followed by As You Like It on 1 June.

Charles Arnold and his English comedy

Although the season was unsuccessful,

company were the first occupants of the

the company returned on Boxing Day,

theatre under Musgrove’s sole direction

adding Twelfth Night to their repertoire from

from 14 April 1900. The Brough company

2 January 1904.

followed, after which the Princess’s was

J.C.Williamson returned to present a

closed for more than six weeks of renovations

comedy, The Marriage of Kitty, on 30 April 1904

and redecorations, including complete

and another Gaiety company season from

repainting, recarpeting and reupholstering.

14 May, but his most striking attraction

The theatre reopened with a grand opera

came on Christmas Eve with the Melbourne

season on 13 October, followed by a comic

début of Tittell Brune as Napoleon’s son in

opera called The Scarlet Feather and a Cinderella

L’Aiglon, opposite English actor Roy Redgrave,

pantomime, both starring Nellie Stewart.

father of Sir Michael. The Age dubbed

As opera and Nellie Stewart were equal
passions with Musgrove, the Princess’s now

Princess Theatre program, 1893.

saw a proliferation of both. Musgrove opera

Below: Tittell Brune as Peter Pan.

seasons of 1900–1901 boasted an English-

Right: Ada Reeve in The Gay Parisienne.

Brune’s performance ‘an undoubted

Above: Maxine Elliott starred in A Gilded Fool

triumph…her acting will stand long in the

with her husband, comedian, Nat Goodwin.

memory of those who were thrilled by it’.

Right: Poster for the London Gaiety

Brune subsequently appeared in Romeo and

Company’s 1892 Australian tour. (J.J. Miller

sung repertoire including Il Trovatore, Faust,

Litho, Melbourne.)

Carmen, The Bohemian Girl, Lohengrin,
Tannhäuser and the first Australian production

Juliet and Camille until mid-February 1905,

of The Flying Dutchman on 29 April 1901.

returning for a second season on

Drama was also well represented: late

22 April.

1901 brought seasons by the Charles Arnold

Robert Brough returned with a new

and Brough companies, as well as the last

partner, Herbert Flemming, for a season of

stage appearance of the great George Coppin,

comic plays from 8 July 1905. Although

at a charity matinée on 5 September, in Not

Brough himself was mortally ill and had

Such a Fool as He Looks. On 7 September

less than a year to live, the company

came Tyrone Power (father of the American

continued to tour and would reappear at

film star) and Edith Crane in the drama

the Princess’s over the next three years.

Nadjezda. Also at this time the Princess’s

On 23 September Julius Knight

first floor foyer balconies were transformed

appeared at the Princess’s for the first time

into elaborate, enclosed, roof gardens.

in over six years, with a company including

Nellie Stewart, who had once again

Maud Jeffries and Arthur Wontner, later a

starred in the end of year pantomime,

notable screen Sherlock Holmes.

returned after a 10-night break as Sweet Nell

A week after the close of Knight’s season,

of Old Drury on 15 February 1902. Although

Nellie Stewart gave a month-long ‘farewell’

the première season of this romantic drama

prior to a fateful American tour that was

ran for only 32 performances, it was the play
with which Nellie Stewart became identified
for the rest of her life. The year also saw
another season by the Brough company,

jealousy of the German singers, and

party company that included Eric Blore,

Francisco earthquake, in which Musgrove

Musgrove, vexed by its failure, made it his

later famous for comic roles in many

himself was embroiled.

last personal production at the Princess’s.

Hollywood films. Williamson himself

The ever-popular Frank Thornton

sponsored most of the year’s offerings,

The year 1906 saw a profusion of sub-

two by the English comedian Frank
Thornton, and the great Nellie Melba in a
short series of concerts on 22, 26 and 29
November—her first Australian appearances
since returning from her overseas triumphs.

lessees, including Williamson, at the

returned in mid-February 1908, and

including London stars John Ford and Fred

Princess’s. Musgrove returned in 1907 to

Williamson presented Tittell Brune in what

Leslie in a series of musical comedies, but

present two seasons of German opera with

was reckoned by some her only failure,

Herbert Flemming, just three weeks after

a company of specially imported principals—

J.M.Barrie’s Peter Pan. from 18 April.

beginning a new comedy season with his

an initial six weeks from 30 March, with a

On 2 January 1903 Nellie Stewart
joined Melba and members of most other
Page 30

terminated by the disastrous April 1906 San
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Immediately following this, another

company, died suddenly on 23 October at

three-week farewell from 2 November. The

new management, J.& N. Tait, presented

the age of 53.

tour was spoiled by the temperament and

The Merrymakers, an English concert

Continued in the next edition of On Stage n
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Stage door dreaming

Spoonfuls of sugar

Knock, knock. Who’s there? Neil Litchfield unlocks some Melbourne stage door history.

How Broadway’s become an outpost of Disneyland.

T

here’s certainly a magic around

the Metro nightclub [On Stage, Spring

stage doors. I recently uncovered

2000]), you can just make out the faded

the following gem from The

words ‘Palace Theatre Stage Door’ painted

Bulletin. It’s by ‘Cauboy’, that journal’s
once-regular theatre writer, and it dates
from 15 May 1929.
‘Most Melburnians know only the fronts
of their theatres; but the backs are interesting.
‘The back yards of the Palace and the

on the brickwork (centre picture).
From there it’s a few steps to a long
unused door that provides access to the
Princess’s backstage area.
The Princess’s stage door is, of course,
on Spring Street (bottom picture). Above it,

Princess adjoin, and actors have sometimes

painted on a small window, you can still see

left one part and one audience to appear in

the name of a former management, Hugh J.

another part and before another audience

Ward Theatres Pty Ltd, which ran the

almost without taking a breather.

theatre from 1922 until 1926.

‘The dainty creatures who appear on the

The beloved Royal, demolished in 1934,

boards at the Royal have to thread their way

had its main entrance on the north side of

through Chinatown, where Celestial bags of

Bourke Street, between Swanston and

bones drowse opium dreams

Russell, opposite today’s

away in doorways and then are

Royal Lane, but the

three Buddfucius temples.

theatre’s stage door was

‘The State Theatre backs

accessed from Little Bourke

onto the Australian Church,

Street, in the heart of

and the prayers of Dr

Chinatown (On Stage,

Archibald Strong often get

Winter 2002).

inextricably entangled with the

The State Theatre, on

strains of “Lulu Baby”.

the corner of Flinders and

‘The approach to the

Russell Street, was

Auditorium stage door is by

renamed the Forum many

Lush Lane, well named

years ago; the Australian

considering that Paderewski,

Church occupied the

Kreisler, Grainger, Friedman,

building next door from

Backhaus, Melba, Dal Monte

1922 until 1955. It was

and a score of other world-famous

then converted into the

entertainers have trod it.

Russell Street Theatre (On

‘I once saw a murder at a
stage-door in Melbourne. The assassin,

Stage, Summer 2002).
The Auditorium was a grand concert hall

carrying the victim’s struggling body in his

built in 1913 by the Taits on the south side

arms, rushed out into the lane and, laying it

of Collins Street, just down from Russell

on the ground, pressed over the horrified

Street. Rebuilt in 1934 as the Metro cinema,

face a handkerchief soaked in chloroform.

it was eventually gutted to become Figgins’

Then he stood up, leaned against the wall

Diorama, then the Shop of Shops.

and broke into heart-rending sobs. He was a

It is in line for a further major

dog-trainer whose favourite animal had

redevelopment, though the classified façade

broken its backbone.’

will be retained.

Today, eight decades on, some explanation
is needed.
The nondescript, uninviting, un-named

And Lush Lane, which served the old
stage door from Flinders Lane, is still there.
According to Weston Bate, in his book on

lane that serviced the Princess and the Palace

Melbourne’s lanes and alleys Essential but

is still there (top picture). And, yes, it was a

Unplanned (SLVC 1994) it was named not

lane, not the tunnel of popular legend.

for the celebrities who once trod its

If you look carefully at the brickwork to
the right of the stage door of the Palace (now
Page 32

bluestone flagstones, but for James Lush, of
Mowbray & Lush, drapers and importers. n
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oo many Spoons of Sugar?’    

‘asked a recent headline in    

proved lucrative for Beauty and the Beast—

    

more than one thousand high schools

Variety magazine. How much of an

signed up to produce a simplified version

appetite remains in New York, Los

in the year after it was published.

Angeles and the US heartland for a

‘Because we have a toe in so many

steady diet of Disney musicals?

different kinds of market segments, we’re

There are two touring versions of The

able to help move a musical along in

Lion King roaming around the country

several different directions.’

The granddaddy—the enduringly popular

Schrader is evasive about future

production that inaugurated Disney’s

projects, but he hinted at some surprises.

Broadway venue, the New Amsterdam

‘Disney Theatrical may develop some

Theatre, back in 1997—has given way to

properties that aren’t from the Disney

another potential Disney blockbuster.

movie vault,’ he said.

Mary Poppins has opened there after a

If Disney has learned anything from

well-received London début.‘There is

The Lion King it is the need to take

the question of whether the Disney

artistic risks, such as with avant-garde

musicals will cannibalise each other,’

theatre designer Julie Taymor who was

wrote Gordon Cox in Variety.

considered an oddball choice to bring

David Schrader, Disney Theatrical

one of the company’s most popular

managing director and chief financial

animated films to life onstage, yet her

office, agrees. ‘It’s amazing that even

vision and daring were crucial to the

though we played [The Lion King] in Los

musical’s singular success.

Angeles not too long ago, when we

‘That’s what we want to do—to keep

came back, people were still excited.’

challenging our audience a little bit,’

The Australian company recently
played 101 performances in Shanghai, a

Schrader said.
Praying for success?: Lisa O’Hare as London’s Mary Poppins.

runaway hit by Chinese standards
‘It was an incredible run in a market
that’s just beginning to open up to Western
musicals,’ Schrader said.
A locally-cast South African production

Meanwhile, the Victorian Minister
for Tourism, John Pandazopoulos, said

2004—a sure sign that a show has plumbed

that The Lion King had generated a massive

the depths of its must-see fans.

economic windfall of almost $95m

But success, of course, is relative. Elton
John and Tim Rice’s Aïda is generally

for Victoria.
Announcing results from Ernst and

considered Disney’s least successful musical.

Young’s economic impact assessment, the

It endured a troubled design period marked

Minister said the 312-day season was a

have some industry insiders wondering.

by extended rewriting and high-level firings,

roaring success and confirmed Melbourne’s

While The Lion King has undeniable legs,

and the critics were not kind.

reputation as the events and theatre king of

will open in June.
Nevertheless, recent box-office numbers

newer and more expensive properties are

Yet it ran for over four years on

showing signs they may not have the same

Broadway, it’s still going strong in Germany

staying power.

and Japan, and a popular eight-month run

Some sources estimate that Tarzan cost

recently closed in Korea.

the jungle. He said government funding was
provided to market the show.
‘The Lion King is our most successful
show ever, attracting more than 785 500

as much as $US20m ($A26m) to produce—

‘What makes things work for us is the

Disney never reveals its trade secrets. As in

long term, the big picture,’ says Schrader.

came to Victoria specifically for the show,

Aïda, there were challenges and changes of

‘Whereas another producer would be counting

or who extended their stay because of it,’

creative personnel during the design process.

on a show running at peak for as long as

Mr Pandazopoulos said.

Yet its weekly attendance figures through

possible on Broadway, we’re also involving

the US autumn season have routinely

our international partners from the early

‘Melbourne produced a great season for The

dropped below 80 per cent capacity—well

days on.’

Lion King. We felt well supported by the

below the Broadway average and unusual
for a new Disney musical.
And Mary Poppins, which was expected
to succeed in London, didn’t do well. It
sold initially, but midweek started to soften
about a year after its opening in December
Autumn 2007

Smaller countries with strong markets

people, including 266 400 visitors who

Disney’s David Schrader added,

infrastructure created by the Victorian

such as Holland, which are out of reach for

Government to partner with major events

most producers, are a regular stop for

such as The Lion King. Our thanks must also

Disney musicals.

go to the Marriners in whose beautiful Regent

‘We’re also licensing Aïda for performance
in the schools,’ Schrader said. This market

Theatre we played, and to the appreciative
Melbourne audiences.’

n
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All the world’s a stage
Australia: Lilydale

been completely re-seated. Made in

Alliance is assisting performers with claims

Melba memorabilia

Melbourne, the new state-of-the-art seats are

to the General Employee Entitlement and

superbly comfortable and are upholstered

Redundancy Scheme to recover unpaid

A generous benefactor has provided funds

in a plush fabric of a similar colour to the

annual leave entitlements.

for Victoria’s Yarra Ranges Regional

old ones. Clever placement will take the

Museum (formerly the Lilydale Museum) to

theatre’s capacity to 1701—or 81 more than

acquire three important letters from Dame

before, and 250 more than its gracious rival

Nellie Melba.

a block away.
And what happened to the old seats?

England: Teddington
Victorian treasure reclaimed
Brian Rix (now Lord Rix), famous for his
career in dozens of Whitehall farces, has

the dear old Athenaeum. And, boy, were

achieved a major victory.
He has won the battle to return one of

fine new house curtain, courtesy, On Stage

the ‘jewels of Victorian theatre’, to its

hears, of the Princess.

former glory: the Normansfield Theatre on

And check out the Maj’s smart new

the banks of the Thames, at Hampton

logo, designed by The
Primary Agency, Melbourne,
and the redesigned website:
Written to members of her family, the

writes about the publicity her divorce is
generating and it she says she is determined
never to remarry.
These are the first original letters in the
Museum’s significant Melba collection.

central staircase.
Out front, the stalls and circle have

but we’ve made the business decision that it

Designed in Venetian Gothic style by

was time to have the family let it go. The

Normansfield, which raised money for a

C.J.Phipps., the 1650-seat venue opened in

place is 115 years old, and Jon and Ed will

new school, a shop and a hydrotherapy pool,

1872 as Her Majesty’s Opera House. In

be very good stewards for the next 115.’

as well as a holiday home for the residents.

1897 and 1909 it was extensively improved

He devised a plan to turn the theatre

by master theatre architect Frank Matcham.

and the hospital’s workshops into an arts

After its glory days were over, the

In its early years the Sorg Opera House
hosted luminaries such as Eddie Cantor,
Sophie Tucker, Marie Dressler and Will

centre for the disabled. Two frustrating

theatre was recycled as a bingo hall, finally

Rogers. Silent movies screened from 1915.

decades on, Rix’s plans have finally been

closing in 1997.

Live shows did not return until 1985.

accepted. Laing Homes is building 190

Aberdeen sorely needs a mid-scale

At some point, the second of the

luxury houses and apartments on the

auditorium’s two balconies—the

12.5ha hospital site, and has found the

original ‘colored section’—was hidden

£1m ($A2.5m) to restore the theatre to

behind a false ceiling. It remains up

become, once again, a place where

there, just the same as it was back in

mentally handicapped children and

the 1930s, and will now be restored.
The building’s original owner,
Paul J. Sorg, is said to haunt the

The theatre’s unique collection of

theatre in his 1890s formal clothing.
occurrence, but Sorg can occasionally
be seen pacing backstage and on the

display. In this restoration project,

catwalks overhead. Known locally as

undertaken by experts in the Textile

‘the last of the robber barons’, Sorg

The innovative Flinders Lane
‘alternative’ venue

Conservation Centre at Winchester

A new basement space has
performance, while the busy gallery will
The new space opened on 21 February
with a return season of Wasted Underground,
a dark cabaret show by The Brothers Krum.

Wick, Middlesex.
‘I couldn’t be more thrilled,’ said Rix.
‘It will be restored to be something quite
extraordinary. I think it will add
enormously to the gaiety of the nation.’

was an incredibly wealthy man. He

School of Art, University of Southampton,

venue suited to variety, drama and touring

built the theatre for his young wife, who

there are over 100 items of scenery,

shows. The Tivoli is ideal for this purpose

loved drama and opera.

including large rolled painted cloths up to

with its historic auditorium, top notch

35 metres square and scenic flats, many of

acoustics and location adjacent to the railway

who sits in the closed-off balcony for every

which are double-sided. It is the largest

and bus stations.

performance, despite the fact that a ceiling

single project ever undertaken by the TCC.

The Normansfield Theatre was built in

The Tivoli Theatre Trust is campaigning
the town a much needed public facility.

programs for him.

Russia: St Petersburg

Pilot’s Glow in the Dark, with Alison

people with mental handicaps, by Dr John

Please leave a message

Richards, Adrian Montana and Max

Langdon-Down. He was the first to

Thomson, followed on 28 February.

recognise the condition now known as

Russia’s oldest theatre has become the

United States: Middletown

Down’s syndrome.

world’s first theatre to install mobile phone

Ghosts have new landlords

Australia: Sydney
Titanic sinks again
The company behind the stage production of
Titanic, which closed prematurely at the end
of its Sydney season at the Theatre Royal, has
gone into liquidation with over $130 000 of
annual leave and superannuation entitlements
remaining unpaid.
It appears there will be insufficient
funds to pay out the entitlements.
The Media and Entertainments Arts

jamming equipment.
A mobile phone, constantly twittering

everything possible to help his patients

during a recent performance of Leo

reach their full potential. The theatre

Tolstoy’s The Living Corpse (there’s a

became the focus of life for the 140

message in there somewhere for all of us)

residents at his prestigious institution.

convinced the Alexandrinsky Theatre’s

Productions such as She Stoops to
Conquer, The Gondoliers and The Pirates of

management it was time to take action.
And take it they did.

Penzance, were performed by the Genesta
Amateur Dramatic Club, founded by the
Langdon-Down and his wife.
But it was not to last. In 1951, 55 years

Link: www.aberdeentivoli.net.

It is not clear whether the Sorg’s two
spectral inhabitants were included in the
town’s last census, which came up with a
total population of 535. 

n

The notoriously haunted Sorg Opera House
in Middletown, Ohio, has new owners.
Jon Ross and Ed Hall, owners of Road
Apple Music, have paid $US250 000
($A437 500) for the historic 1891 building.
They plan to return it to active theatre use,
and to use the building’s office space for a
coffee shop, Internet cafe and CD/DVD
store and recording studios.

Scotland: Aberdeen
Sleeping Beauty in trouble

after Dr Langdon-Down’s death,

Aberdeen’s Tivoli Theatre is in urgent need

Normansfield became part of the National

of help.
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blocks his view. The technical people who
work at the theatre sometimes leave

1879, as part of a residential hospital for

The doctor, who had a lucrative private

Another ghost belongs to a black man

to save the decaying structure and to give

Another contemporary cabaret, Automatic

practice, believed that he should do
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‘It’s very bittersweet. It’s sad to see it go,

a characterless modern structure to replace it.

production of Ruddigore, will be put on

disabled access.

new thrones.

to support its preservation, opting instead for

summer fete and the odd game of badminton.

includes panels from the D’Oyly Carte

The new performance space has

Prototype of Her Majesty’s

auditorium it was being used for the annual

Rachel Lewitt, a member of the family

Spaced out

remain an exhibition venue.

two huge ensemble dressing rooms, plus a

that had owned the theatre since 1926, said:

Footsteps are the most common

What a flurry of activity over the holiday

shiny new suite of production offices and

recall to life’, the local council has refused

do nothing. The building needs to be used.’

Victorian painted linen scenery, which

been dedicated to theatre and other types of

Backstage at Her Majesty’s there’s a

important Sleeping Beauties still awaiting

to live at the hospital. When Rix saw the

‘It’s a dumb thing to let it just sit here and

Australia:
Melbourne

Sitting pretty

period at two of our most beloved theatres!

Shelley, who has Down’s syndrome, went

through the stage.

fortyfivedownstairs has expanded.

Australia: Melbourne

Theatres Trust as ‘one of Britain’s most

adults can find joy and inspiration

www.hmt.com.au.

letters reveal the great diva’s thoughts and
feelings on a variety of matters. In one she

Despite being described by The

forgotten. Years later, Lord Rix’s daughter

Rix founded the League of Friends of

Well, they’ve found a welcoming home in
they needed there! The Ath’s also sporting a

Health Service, and the theatre was all but

Autumn 2007

Acknowledging the building’s use a
cinema, they plan screenings of cult classics
like The Rocky Horror Picture Show, but the
concentration will be on live performance.
‘If it’s here, why not use it?’ says Hall.
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The original boy from Oz

E

arly in 2002, I was researching

a scandalous divorce case in 1914—

the birth and evolution of

just the kind of information

Western Australia’s goldfields

documentary film-makers delight in
encountering.

Coolgardie, I came across a

Albert was born in East

paragraph that intrigued me: ‘In such

Melbourne in 1875, the privileged

a cosmopolitan community, there

11th child and youngest son of the

were sure to be many Bohemians, and

prominent Jewish ‘financier and

these made Bill Faahan’s hotel their

philanthropist’ Aaron Waxman.

nightly rendezvous. Faahan brought

When Albert was six, his father’s

the first piano to the “old camp”, and

integrity was unjustly attacked in the

an impromptu concert was held every

press, being accused of having

evening… There was a lot of musical

contributed to the premature death of

talent among that crowd, several of

one of his clients, the acclaimed author

whom made a name for themselves on

Marcus Clarke, who also happened

the stage. One young chap, Albert

to be a notorious anti-Semite.

Waxman, was a genius, and within a

With the death of his father in a

few years was drawing a big salary on

tragic buggy accident, and the collapse

the London music halls as Albert

of Melbourne’s property market,

Whelan.’

18-year-old Albert took off with a

Albert Whelan was not a name

mate to join the rush to the

familiar to me but a quick Google

spectacular new Western Australian

search was to prove revelatory.

goldfield at Coolgardie. Arriving

I discovered that, according to
S. Theodore Felstead in Stars Who Made
the Halls (1946): ‘Here is a man who can
sing a rattling good comic song, a serious
ballad, play the violin and the piano, dance,
and give impersonations ranging from a coster
comedian to the latest craze in Hollywood film
stars. Add to this a first-class raconteur and
you have about the greatest all-round genius
ever seen.’
The ‘greatest all-round genius ever seen’?
My imagination was instantly engaged.
Who was this man who’d been on WA’s
goldfields in the early days of the rush and
who ended up on the world’s most prestigious
music hall and vaudeville stages?
It would be another four years before
I’d begin to find the answers, my fascination
curtailed by other more pressing tasks, one
of which was writing the documentary
Hoover’s Gold for Mago Films and SBS
Television. But when the opportunity arose
to prepare a documentary on Whelan in
association with director Roger Hodgman, I
went into intensive research mode.
I’d already encountered a titillating
entry on Albert in Frank Van Straten’s
marvellous book Tivoli but I now needed to
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Albert Whelan, a caricature in the Coolgardie
Museum, WA.
get beneath the greasepaint.
I started with that great UK treasure
trove, the Mander and Mitchenson Theatre
Collection. The gems included a series of
newspaper articles written late in life by
Albert himself in which he detailed highlights
of his remarkable career. But it was a script
for BBC TV’s This Is Your Life that was the
jewel. It was broadcast on 30 September
1957, and host Eamonn Andrews opened
the famous red book and informed viewers
that this is ‘the story of an entertainer who
never grew old. From a shabby tent in the
Australian outback to top of the bill at the
London Coliseum—a man of distinction in
the theatre whose talent has adorned the
stage for over sixty years… that Peter Pan
of the theatre, Albert Whelan’.
With Roger, I then visited Frank Van
Straten in Melbourne and he presented us
with everything he had on Albert in his
collection—and this proved to be considerable.
Frank also drew our attention to a new
book on the British music hall in which it is
revealed that Albert was a co-respondent in

Aged 82, Albert’s last big London

With wife and baby son, Albert

Barry Strickland uncovers the story of a boychick from Melbourne who became
one of the world’s leading music hall and vaudeville stars.

and, in a book about the early days of

spots at Butlin’s many holiday resorts.

until the 1970s.

sometime in 1893, it was there that,
down on his luck, his performing
skills were ‘discovered’ by an Irish
publican, Bill Faahan, who engaged him
first as a violin player, then as a singer of
comic songs.
And it was Faahan who gave Albert his
stage surname. Whether the ‘Whelan’ was
an accidental slip of the tongue on Faahan’s
part or a deliberate attempt to disguise
Albert’s Jewish ancestry, we’ll probably
never know.
Buoyed by his goldfields success, Albert
returned home to Melbourne as Albert
‘Whelan’ and was soon taken up by the
great impresario J.C.Williamson.
While appearing in The French Maid
(1897), he fell in love with a chorus girl and
they secretly married.
After a big success with The Belle of New
York (1898), in which he had to take over
the male lead when the American import
took ill, Albert found himself disinherited
for marrying out of his faith. And to
compound matters, Williamson had no
intention of giving Albert another male
lead, preferring always to cast imports in
the star roles, a practice that continued

ON STAGE

abandoned Australia for London in 1901.

season was at the (in)famous Windmill

Within a fortnight of his arrival in London,

Theatre where, in 1957, he performed 36

Albert was engaged by the Empire Theatre,

shows a week for seven weeks. Shortly

Leicester Square.

afterwards, there was a personal drama:
‘In March 1958, I had a stoppage in an

‘I had no act,’ Albert later claimed, ‘so
I just sang a couple of comic songs and

artery, a thrombosis they call it these days,

finished off with a scarecrow dance.’

and the doctor said I’d have to lose my leg.
‘If it’s no use,’ I said, ‘take it away.’ And

Soon after, Albert developed his trademark

into hospital I went.

entry and exit, whistling ‘The Jolly Brothers’

‘The news got around that I wasn’t too

waltz. As the orchestra softly played the
waltz, Albert, slim and handsome, would

well, but as I didn’t make a song and dance

enter in elegant evening dress, whistling

about what was to happen, few of my

sweetly as he casually doffed his topper,

friends knew the truth.
‘Even my agent, Chesney Allen—Bud

removed his scarlet-lined dress cloak and

Flanagan’s old partner—wrote me a restrained

peeled off his immaculate white gloves.

little note. “Dear Albert,” it said, “We’re

‘It never occurred to me,’ Albert wrote
in 1958, ‘that I was making vaudeville

pencilling in your Butlin Sunday Concerts

history. For this proved to be the very first

and would like to hear from you when

signature tune, and it has stayed with me,

you’re better. Sorry to hear you’ve got a bit

a souvenir and a talisman, all my life.’

of trouble with your foot. Get well soon…”
‘Then I had another letter confirming

When Albert was engaged to play
Oswald Stoll’s newly opened London

the dates. And this was followed by a

Coliseum in 1904, his act at the time was

rather embarrassed one. Poor Ches! He’d

18 minutes long, including almost seven

just heard I was having my leg off and

minutes devoted to his whistling entry and

hastened to say that, of course, he was

exit. Told by Stoll that he only had seven

cancelling everything.
‘I replied post haste: “Not on your life”,’

minutes of stage time, Albert simply entered,
taking off his hat, coat and gloves, then,

I wrote. ‘I’ll be up and about on an artificial

still whistling, proceeded to put everything

leg by June. Leave all the dates in.’
With his new leg, Albert played all of

back on and exited. Fortunately, Stoll saw
the funny side, and the next evening Albert

Butlin’s summer dates, from Skegness to

had his 18 minutes.

Brighton. Shortly afterwards, he became
the subject of This Is Your Life on BBC TV.

Albert made his New York vaudeville

A grand celebration of Albert’s

début with the powerful Proctor & Keith
circuit in 1908, during which time he was

Whelan researchers Barry Strickland and

extraordinary career occurred at the Victoria

exposed to the work of the many popular

Roger Hodgman

Palace Theatre on 28 September 1958.

Jewish variety entertainers, including those
who did ‘blackface’ and sang ‘coon songs’.
Back in the UK, he found himself topbilled with the likes of W.C.Fields, and
appearing on variety programs with the
great Anna Pavlova. And he also teamed
up with Billy Bennett to create a blackface
act, billed as ‘Alexander and Mose’, with
audiences left guessing as to their true
identities.
His final American tour was in 1925,
following a triumphant return to Australia
with the Tivoli circuit in 1924. By this time
the entertainment world was about to be
transformed by the advent of talking pictures
and radio broadcasts, and having already
become a popular phonographic recording
Autumn 2007

artist, Albert was determined to embrace
the new technologies.
‘So many old-timers cannot or will not
adapt themselves to modern requirements
and then resent it because modern
managements won’t accept them’, Albert
told Britain’s best-selling variety magazine
The Performer in 1938. ‘Because I have
appreciated that new methods, faster and
more expert, are used on the music hall today,
I am able to go on where most of my famous
contemporaries are now in retirement.’
Albert’s enthusiasm for survival embraced
numerous talking pictures, countless radio
appearances (starting with the BBC and
extending to Radio Luxembourg), and a
host of pantomime shows, along with guest

Attended by a who’s-who of British variety
theatre, many of whom performed, it was
undoubtedly a treasured evening among
Albert’s countless nights in the spotlight.
The bright light that accompanied Albert’s
career was extinguished in February 1961.
His cremation at London’s Golders Green
brought to an end a career spanning over
six decades. He was arguably Australia’s
original ‘Boy from Oz’, entertainment-wise.
And, quite possibly, he was also ‘the
greatest all-round genius ever seen’ on the
world’s music hall and vaudeville stages.
The documentary intended to detail
Albert’s remarkable life and times is
currently in development under the
working title Our Man Albert (Mago Films,
director Roger Hodgman). Stay tuned… n
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Uncle Norman’s on his way

It needs to be understood that while
our mums and television critics may have

It was a time of simple pleasures remembers Peter Stephenson Jones, an Ovaltinie from deep inside the

I

Poor old Uncle Norman, writhing in

t’s about 8 o’clock on a Monday

pain and trying to keep as jolly as possible,

morning sometime in 1962,
and I have my Ovaltine ready.

This is a morning ritual. My mum
has made sure that the Ovaltine is
ready precisely on time because in a
few seconds the great ritual starts.
Hundreds of children in Melbourne
are about to drink their Ovaltine with

Uncle Norman is on his way,
We are going to have some fun today,
So put away your troubles,
You’ll soon be feeling fine,
Watching The Tarax Show,
Each night on Channel Nine.

kept saying ‘Me leg, I can’t move me leg’.
Uncle Norman told us at the end of the
show that he would be back soon, but
added (laughing) that there would be no
slide.
Looking back, you can only marvel at

told me to do. Tarax bubbly

with his leg resting on a stool. These were

knowing that the malt, milk and eggs, and

lemonade, if heated up by Mum,

the days of live television.

vitamins too, will make us big and strong.

was also very good for colds. Susan-Gaye
Anderson said so, so it must be true.
We had Happy Hammond on TV and
Uncle Norman on radio.
Soon there were rumours that Uncle

Uncle Norman.

bottle of Hypol tablets.

Uncle Norman sometimes appeared as

The only sad thing about Uncle Norman

Finally, Uncle Norman, I still brush my

a guest on IMT and he was superb playing

teeth after every meal!

being on TV was that I could not watch Princess

monologues from Dickens. People

I would like to thank Bruce Mansfield and

Panda on The Happy Show any more. I confess

remember Norman Swain as a man in his

Philip Brady for some reflections.

legendary Geoff Corke). King Corky had to

hand-written letter back from Uncle

buy any other brand of butter than Western

wear those incredibly hot robes in a stuffy

Norman telling me he would be back on

Star. I kept my Western Star club badge for

studio. He always looked to me as though

TV. Uncle Norman must have received

many years, despite the fact that it was full

he might pass out. He was a popular TV

hundreds of letters, and many kids wrote to

of teeth marks for some odd reason. I can’t

performer, but I could not quite take to

him telling him things that they could

find it, but one day it might turn up.

King Corky. He did not seem to have the

never tell their mums.

warmth of Happy Hammond. But Uncle
Norman was coming to TV!
This was incredibly exciting for kids

Uncle Norman wore a brightly
coloured coat which, as a kid, I thought

Tarax Show’s 'Joffa Boy' Ellen, Patti McGrath, Uncle Norman, Susan-Gaye Anderson, Gerry Gee, Ron Blaskett. Picture courtesy Ron Blaskett.

was a very slight imitation of Happy

radio, a phenomenon which, for reasons I

everywhere. We were finally going to see

Hammond’s famous suit and hat. Still,

have never understood, has disappeared.

Uncle Norman as well as hear him. Uncle

Uncle Norman could have worn anything.

Today morning radio consists of self

Norman was our best friend!

Keep yourself nice
More extracts from the BBC Variety Programmes Policy Guide, published in the late 1940s
as an aid for producers to avoid offending listeners.

Our parents and, apparently, critics said

indulgent comedians and right-wing shock

Channel Nine gave this an enormous

that Uncle Norman was not coming across

jocks. Radio station 3KZ, which was Uncle

promotion and we sat glued to the television

as very comfortable on TV, and looked a

Sophisticated Revue and Cabaret

commercial undertaking or product may

Gramophone

at 5pm.

little nervous. He did not have that

A great deal of the material performed

not be given.

spontaneity he had on radio. He was a

elsewhere in these types of entertainment is

Luminal

just not suitable to be broadcast.

Norman’s home, has also disappeared.
In the ’50s and ’60s there was no one

We had all rushed home from school,

Occasionally, however, such references

Nylon

quite as big as Uncle Norman. He had a

made a Vegemite sandwich and poured a glass

great performer and was able to use

unique ability to talk to children and make

of Tarax (of course), and eagerly awaited

wonderful voices in his radio shows. He

us laugh. We loved his many voices and

Uncle Norman’s grand entrance.

told fabulous stories which we sat and

latitude in the editing of ‘sophisticated’

event, e.g. the Star Dancing Championships,

listened to as we held onto every word. He

programmes which are billed and generally

the Melody Maker Dance Band Contest. In

Uncle Norman was to come down a slide

did get better as the show went on. Joffa

identified as such but not sufficient for them

such cases mention of the sponsoring body

Tabloid

between the studio audience of wildly

Boy and, of course, the brilliant Gerry Gee

to reflect all the accepted characteristics of

must not go beyond the proper courtesy

Thermos

entertainers in those days; you either loved

cheering kids. We were all cheering at

and Ron Blaskett seemed to almost carry

this kind of show

and essential programme interest.

home, too, and spilling our Tarax.

him in the early shows, but it was very

Vaseline

Uncle Norman or the great Happy Hammond.

bright bubbly personality, and we often
wondered what Uncle Norman looked like.
There were two great children’s

I was definitely an Uncle Norman fan
.When we got television I was really

Channel Nine pulled out all the stops.

Then disaster struck. Uncle Norman
came down the slide, landed in a heap and

clear that they had great respect for him.
Ron Blaskett must have been one of the

There can perhaps be a little more

The fact is that radio revue and cabaret
must be he same way as other programmes
and deny itself many items technically

may be unavoidable where, for instance, a
commercial firm is sponsoring a public

Otherwise mention of all firms, trade

Photostat
Pianola
Span

Zip

and proprietary names is barred.
N.B. The following trade names are

The inclusion of any of these is therefore

exited. I always watched The Tarax Show

rolled around in obvious agony saying, ‘Me

nicest men in television, I remember as a

and would obediently turn my bottle of

leg! Me leg!’. Within minutes that great trouper

kid that when I went to see The Tarax Show,

orange flavoured Tarax upside down to see

Joff Ellen (everyone loved Joffa Boy), trying

Mr Blaskett spent a great deal of time

Advertising

Aspirin

the real fruit pieces. I would do anything

to keep everything as low key as possible,

chatting with the kids, and he gave me two

Advertising of any sort is not normally

Bakelite



asked, ‘Are you all right, Uncle Norman?’

bottles of Tarax!

allowed and gratuitous publicity for any

Cellophane



that Susan-Gaye Anderson
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n

letters to Uncle Norman. We Western Star

think of Uncle Norman. I simply cannot

was Uncle Norman. He was king of kids’

Happy Hammond was better!

my Western Star and continue hunting for a

Many of us sent get well cards and

leaders, and I still remember getting a

to hundreds of baby boomers like me he

kid at school who had the audacity to say

I shall now drink my Ovaltine, spread

the king of the kids in Melbourne was

Someone can correct me if I am wrong.

Norman was to replace King Corky (the

His real name was Norman Swain, but

was, and always will be, Mary Hardy—but

I even remember having a fight with a

love and affection.

Uncle Norman was not on the show for

club members were very loyal to our

Even today I still drink Ovaltine and

he could no wrong.

baby boomers we remember him with great

a while, replaced by, I think, Frank Wilson.

Norman was coming to television. Uncle

Norman said so.

Graham Kennedy, the queen of comedy

the professionalism of the early troupers like

We obediently drink all our Ovaltine,

been very good for us because Uncle

The King of Australian television was

camera, for his hundreds of devoted fans

Norman compèred the rest of the show

say, ‘Yes Uncle Norman.’ ‘Ready, set, go.’

was in a Hypol tablet, but they must have

mysteriously disappeared, but for many

Following a commercial break, Uncle

boys?’ We actually answer the radio and

Hypol tablet. I am not sure why, or what

later years selling light fittings, because he

never really got over this unrequited love.

Joff Ellen and Norman Swain.

Uncle Norman. ‘Are you ready girls and

To make us extra strong we also take a

had reservations about Uncle Norman on

I was in love with Princess Panda. I have

ON STAGE

suitable which do not conform to established
BBC standards.
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now regarded as generic terms:

permitted in scripts, but derogatory
references to them must be avoided as
constituting a form of ‘trade slander’.
Peter Burgis n
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The Highwayman

show, although it has many good points’.

In the first of a new series of articles on important Australian musicals,
Peter Pinne is held up by The Highwayman.

entertainment works visibly for its living’.

W

hen The Highwayman opened in

the inhabitants of an inn on the Bendigo

Perth in November 1957, it was

goldfields. His inspiration obviously came

billed as a ‘hit’, a claim it could

from his childhood, as he had grown up in

rightfully make. Written by Edmond

the New England town of Walcha, where

Samuels (1895–1973), the show had played

the exploits of the infamous bushranger

seasons in Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane

Thunderbolt were legendary. By calling his

and Toowoomba, making it, at the time,

show The Highwayman, an expression not

one of the most successful Australian

used in Australia, he was obviously hoping

musicals that had ever been mounted

the piece would travel to other countries.

commercially. The Perth season, however,

Samuels tried to interest local

was the end of the road for this

producers in his work and succeeded after

groundbreaking show, the genesis of which

a trip to Melbourne and a meeting with

was back in 1935.

F.W.Thring, who agreed to buy the
Australian rights and gave him an advance

The Times also praised Delysia, but said, ‘the
The story was set in the 1850s and had

ahead and mount it himself.
Forming a company, Australian Musical
Productions, Samuels enlisted the aid of his
friend Carl Randall, director of the recently

a French actress, Alice Brevanne (Alice

shuttered JCW production of Annie Get Your

were legendary. Grey had written ‘If You

Delysia) en route from Melbourne to the

Gun. The show was cast using the unemployed

Were The Only Girl In The World,’ and

small mining town of Balleroo to stake her

chorus from Annie, plus one of the leads,

numbered amongst his hit shows Sally and

claim as the owner of the Silver Swan Inn.

American baritone, Earl Covert, English

Hit The Deck, while Bolton had authored

On the way her coach is held up by a

soprano, Beryl Seton, who had just finished

the books for a host of shows including Rio

bushranger. She is rescued by a young

playing the lead in Finian’s Rainbow in

Rita, Girl Crazy and Anything Goes.

Irishman, Terry Burke (Bruce Carfax), and

London, and popular Australian comedian

proceeds to fall in love with him, not

Charles Norman. Musical direction was in

bandleader, Percival Mackey (who was the

knowing he is in love with Mary Preston

the hands of Sydney John Kay, with

musical director), and the show was staged

(Marta Labarr).

choreography and direction by Randall.

Additional songs were added by

by John Harwood, with choreography by

When Burke is suspected of aiding the

The show, which had now reverted to

bushrangers, the townspeople arrange a

its original title, The Highwayman, opened to

‘hanging party’. Brevanne saves Burke

glowing notices at the King’s Theatre,

4 February 1936 at the King’s Theatre,

from the mob, is revealed as the rightful

Melbourne, on 18 November 1950.

Max Rivers.
Opening a pre-London tryout on
Glasgow, and with a new title, At The Silver

owner of the inn, and bids the lovers

who had given up law at 18 to study

of £500. Samuels immediately packed his

Swan, the show starred the popular French

goodbye on the quayside at Melbourne as

anything we have seen in the way of

pharmacy, was also a composer, lyricist,

bags and sailed for London where he

actress Alice Delysia as the heroine, and

they sail into the sunset.

imported entertainment,’ said The Herald;

author, philosopher and writer of prose.

auditioned the work at Wigmore Hall with a

During the day he administered hangover

24-piece orchestra hired for the occasion. He

cures in his famous Headache Bar in

was aided in his endeavours by Lord

Castlereagh Street, but at night he wrote

Semphill, whom he had met previously in

songs for the weekly variety shows at the

Sydney.

Samuels, a colourful Sydney pharmacist

Haymarket Theatre, notably for Odds and
Ends and Steps and Steppers.

‘Carl Randall’s production equalled

The show played 51 performances,

The Sun News-Pictorial was equally laudatory:

closing on 4 April, but Samuels saw none

‘Never in recent years has there been such

program referred to her only by her surname.

of them—he had returned to Australia

rousing first night applause—not for the

Now billed as ‘based on a theme suggested

disillusioned by the experience. In his

Oliviers—not for Annie Get Your Gun—not for

by Edmond Samuels and Henry C. James’s

absence F.W.Thring had died, so Samuels

Oklahoma!’. The Bulletin thought it was

Bruce Carfax as the hero.
Delysia was such a beloved star that the

story The Highwayman, the show played a

had to find a new producer. During the late

‘superbly directed by Carl Randall’, and

saying he thought London was not

two-week season before moving to the

’40s he approached J.C.Williamson’s. They

‘sumptuously upholstered with music of a

interested in seeing a musical set in

H.M.Tennent declined on the show,

Palace Theatre, London, opening there on

claimed to be interested in producing his

high level’. The Age went even further,

fertile period for Australian musicals with

Australia. With seed money from Semphill,

19 February. The following day The Star

work, but Samuels became so frustrated

saying that not since Collits’ Inn and Blue

the production by F.W.Thring of Collits’ Inn

however, producer Charlton Morton came

hailed Delysia: ‘as roguish, and charming

with their stalling that he decided to go

Mountain Melody had our theatre produced

(1933) and The Cedar Tree (1934), and

on board and agreed to produce the show

and naught-ee as ever… She has two

J.C.Williamson Ltd’s mounting of Blue

in the West End.

characteristic songs, “Encore” and

The Corroboree, Act 1(note microphone at the front of the

The early 1930s were a particularly

Mountain Melody (1934). Samuels joined the

New lyrics were provided by Clifford

something so ‘excitingly nostalgic’.

“Gorgeous”, both have spice—and a lilt.’

stage); Can-Can girls: Dawn Spry, Shirley Sunners, Margaret

bandwagon and created a show based

Grey, who also worked on a new book

The Star said the score was ‘pleasant

Nunn and Leonie Scarlett; cast members Charles Norman (as

around a bushranger and

with Guy Bolton. Grey and Bolton’s credits

enough’ but it was not a ‘tip-top musical

Wilton Chute), Frank Martin (Butler),Ann Donald (Sally Walsh).
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Edmond Samuels, as seen by caricaturist
Kevin McGraith.
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thudding percussion.’

Covert was praised for ‘Gold, Gold,

the time it reached

place in the permanent

Brisbane, the sequence

repertoire of many a

Highwayman,’ and the duet, ‘Don’t

best singing, while Hilton was

was called ‘Mopping Up’.

musical comedy company.’

You Think It’s Romantic’ with

criticised for his ‘thinly coloured

Other changes between

It didn’t, but that didn’t

Seton. She also scored with ‘Song of

tone’. Charles Norman again was

Melbourne and Brisbane

matter because Samuels

the Bush’, ‘Waltz Divine’, and

singled out for his comic ability,

were the dropping of a

had already proved there

‘Gorgeous’, although the latter was

while his partner, Ann Donald, was

reprise of ‘Gorgeous’ in

was an audience for a

noted as being ‘haunting, but

deemed ‘limited’ with her reactions.

Scene One of Act Two,

home-grown musical.

Bushelle was credited with the

Gold’ and his ‘Song of the

Nevertheless, the show played

insipid’. They thought Norman rose

His belief in the local

and the repositioning of

‘briskly to the occasion, with some

out its scheduled five-week season

‘Now I'm A Man Of

product had been

of the cleverest and wittiest lines of

with healthy audiences. It’s

vindicated. The Perth

unfortunate a longer season could

Means’ to Scene Two in

the script’.

Act Two.

season lasted 17

not have been negotiated, but a five-

The biggest applause, however,
was reserved for the first act finale, a

week window was all that was

corroboree complete with an

available at the time. Samuels had

authentic Aboriginal chant performed

originally approached

by Ted Mullett. In

J.C.Williamson’s with a

hindsight, it was probably

view to the show playing

the first time an

the Theatre Royal; initially

indigenous actor had a

they said yes to a six-week

featured role in an

season, but later changed

Australian musical. In his

their minds, offering

search for an actor to play

Samuels only four weeks.

the part, Samuels sought

He opted for the Palace

out members of the Yarra

engagement with its extra

Yarra tribe who lived on

week.
The Highwayman's next

the banks of the Yarra River
at Studley Park. It was

stop was Brisbane. It opened

there he discovered Mullett.

under a different
management, Regal

The story still had the
ingénue, Mary Brown

Players of Australia, at His

(Beryl Seton) being held

Majesty’s Theatre on 1

up by a masked
bushranger on her way to the goldfields
from Melbourne in the 1850s. She is
instantly attracted to him, not knowing he
is actually a Captain of the Guard, Jim
Steel (Earl Covert), disguised to try to
capture the notorious bushranger known as
‘The Phantom’ (Ray Dandy).
In due course all is revealed and true
love conquers. In this version the ingénue
was the daughter of May and Willie Brown
(Beth Nicol and Carl Randall) who owned
the Eagle Hawk Inn. The first act centred on
the Eagle Hawk Inn and ended with the
corroboree, and the second act was set in

June 1951, with the same

Kings Theatre, Melbourne, during the run of
The Highwayman, 1950.
The company’s Christmas Card.
opened at the Palace Theatre, Sydney, with
some major cast changes. As Earl Covert
returned to the US and Beryl Seton went back
to London, they were replaced by Tod Hilton
and Shirley Bushelle, both local performers.
The Sydney press was just as enthusiastic
as Melbourne’s. The Sydney Morning Herald
thought the show had ‘wide appeal’, the
songs were ‘agreeable’, with the male
choruses ‘most rousing’. The Daily Telegraph

company that had played Sydney, except
for Beth Nichol who was replaced by
Minnie Love.
Nelson Burns, reviewing the show for

performances and closed

In Brisbane the show

on 2 December 1957.

ran for three and a half

In 1951 Columbia

weeks, closing on
Wednesday 28 June. It

released four songs from

then transferred to

the score on two 78 rpm

Toowoomba, opening at

recordings: ‘Song of the

the Town Hall on Monday

Bush’, ‘Song of the

2 July, then played

Highwayman’, ‘Don't You

Tuesday night and two

‘Think It’s Romantic’ and

performances on the

‘He Was Gorgeous’.
They were performed

Wednesday. To take a

by Alan Coad and Mollie

large show like The

Grouse. In the late ’60s

Highwayman to a regional
centre, even in the 1950s,

EMI released an LP under

was a big gamble-a

their World Record Club

gamble that paid off

label of the score sung by

handsomely. The Chronicle ,

Valda Bagnall, Jan

Toowoomba, called it

Mazurus, Babs McKinnon

‘excellent entertainment’

and Ross Higgins.
Top: Sydney opening night at the Palace

Australia is determined that America and

Theatre: Edmund Samuels (right) with the

show’s 15 songs. Omitted were the comedy

England shall not monopolise the musical

State Governor, Sir John Northcote.

numbers ‘What’s The Matter With Me?’

comedy market’. The Chronicle also thought

The cast fly into Brisbane, 1951.

Charles Norman stole the show: ‘He does
everything that he should not legitimately

the Courier-Mail, thought it was a ‘fair to

16 November 1957. The show was again

do, but does it in such an hilarious and

muddling [sic.]show’, but that it ‘offered a

directed and choreographed by Carl

endearing fashion that it is easily

measure of pleasantries’. He said: ‘Vocal

Randall, who this time played the role of

overlooked. He makes topical gags about

numbers were reminiscent of material that

the Innkeeper, Willie Brown. The lovers

the government, the price of beer and the

had served musical comedy well in the

were played by Frederick Parslow and June

shortage of potatoes. He pokes fun at

past,’ but he did go on to praise Charles

Percival, with Canadian comic Buddy

Brisbane trams, strikes, and the Toowoomba

Norman and Ann Donald: ‘Charles

Clarke as Wilton Chute, Randall’s original

Town Hall.

role. Edna Luscombe [Edgley] played May

Norman played with continuous gaiety, a

All this in a play set in 1860!

Brown, the role previously handled by Beth

rich variety of facial expressions, and

His comedy routines with his attractive

Nicol and Minnie Love. Set design was by

said: ‘Sydney needed a show like The

hilarious gestures and inflexion. His

foil, Ann Donald, are the highlights of the

Douglas Howard, musical direction by

Highwayman… The music is light, pleasant

exchanges with Ann Donald, done in pure

show.’ Bushelle was said to ‘display a high

James Penberthy, and the cast included

and tuneful, and the entire company does a

vaudeville style, piled up the laughs. Miss

degree of vocal talent’, and Hilton was ‘a

Garry Meadows. The version of the show

and a half months until it was forced to

job comparable with any imported cast

Donald displayed her dancing talents,

handsome and accomplished actor’.

used in this production was the same as

close on 3 March 1950, due to a crippling

Sydney has seen in decades.’ The Sunday

which were considerable.’

Government House, culminating with a ball.
The show did great business for three

Six years later Michael Edgley mounted
a major production of The Highwayman with

that performed in Brisbane.

heat wave, the worst the city had

Sun extolled: ‘There is something for every

experienced in 50 years. None of the

taste: song, ballet, front cloth sketches-and

Melbourne, Carl Randall and Ann Donald

a cast of 60 for the Theatre Guild at His

said: ‘Edmond Samuels is to be congratulated

theatres at that time was air-conditioned.

a corroboree-this last was indeed original,

did a ‘Specialty Dance’ in the second act

Majesty’s Theatre in Perth.

for his bright and tuneful production,’ and

Six days later—9 March—the production

with an exciting accompaniment of

where they were sweeping up the Inn. By
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When the show had opened in
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It featured 13 of the

and ‘praiseworthy in that it shows that

It opened at the Saturday matinée, on
Autumn 2007

In The West Australian Richard Buck

expected that the show ‘would soon find its

and ‘Now I’m A Man Of Means’, which
later surfaced on a 78rpm private
recording owned by Charles Norman.
The two tracks feature Norman and his
stage partner Ann Donald. They are the
only surviving original cast recordings from
the show. Chappell & Co published ‘You’re
Mine, All Mine’, which was listed in the
show as ‘She’s Mine, All Mine’.
Chappell also published two songs from
At The Silver Swan in London in
1936—‘Believe Me’, which had music by
Samuels and a lyric by Clifford Grey, and
‘Coo-ee’, again with a lyric by Grey and music
by Samuels and Percival Mackey.
‘Gorgeous’ was the only song to be used
in both the London and Australian
productions. ABC Radio produced a onehour condensed version of the show and
later, for television, produced a 30 minute
program of excerpts from it and Lola Montez.
To be concluded in the next issue of On Stage n
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Bernard (Ben) Gannon

AO

23.9.1952–4.1.2007
Ben Gannon, internationally known
Australian producer of theatre, film and
television, has died of cancer. He was 54.
After graduating from NIDA’s
production course in 1970, he worked at
the Queensland Theatre Company before
stage managing the original Australian
production of Jesus Christ, Superstar for
Harry M. Miller. He spent eight years in

Alice Bugge OAM

Ben Gannon AO

Bill Evans

John Inman

Valda Johnstone

London, working as company manager of
Hair in the West End and as a theatrical
agent for American talent agency ICM,
before forming his own agency, representing
actors, writers, directors and designers.
Returning to Australia in 1980, Gannon
became general manager of Associated R&R
Films, the Robert Stigwood/Rupert Murdoch
joint venture. He was associate producer of

Gian Carlo Menotti

Richard Morgan

Jes’se Passamani

Rosina Raisbeck MBE

their acclaimed Mel Gibson film Gallipoli.

Edgar Seppings

After forming his own production
company, View Films, Gannon produced
two mini-series: Shout! The Story of Johnny
O’Keefe starring Terry Serio, and Shadow of
the Cobra starring Rachel Ward. Gannon
also produced the films Travelling North, The
Heartbreak Kid, Sweet Talker, Daydream
Believer, Hammers Over the Anvil and The
Man Who Sued God.

Laurie Smith

Alice Bugge

Lindzee Smith

Billy Thorpe

OAM

Alice Bugge dedicated her life to theatre.
Born Alice O’Donnell she was educated
at Claire Grammar School in Coburg,
attended University High, then University of
Melbourne.
In her teens she was involved with the
National Theatre Movement and with Joy
Mudge’s Arts Theatre, and she studied with
May Hoban at her Pilgrim Theatre.
She worked with CSIRO and was a
highly regarded member of its Film Unit,

She started there in 1957, in Trial and

co-wrote and co-produced several late night

Wildside and the documentary Peter Allen:

revues in Wellington coffee shops. He

The Boy From Oz, which inspired the musical

went on to act in 36 plays, direct 23, and

worked professionally as an actor and stage

which Gannon developed and produced

produce nine pantos and numerous Youth

manager with Downstage Theatre,

with Robert Fox. The most successful

Theatre productions. She was also active in

Wellington, and Court Theatre in Christchuch.

Australian musical ever created, it premièred

publicity and eventually became the company’s

In Australia, Evans was ASM/understudy

Error, playing Briggs, the girl reporter. She

artistic director. Her tireless theatrical and
community work earned her many awards,
and she received an OAM in 1993.
On 14 January Alice Bugge’s friends
and colleagues packed the Heidelberg
Theatre for a joyous celebration of her
remarkable life.

film Birth of the Red Kangaroo.

W

She was qualified with the London
College of Music as a voice coach, and spent
the last 15 years as a valued staff member
of a coaching institution.She also directed
for the French Theatre and for Eltham
Theatre, but it was to Heidelberg Rep that

Bill Evans
1949–19.1.2007
Born in New Zealand, Evans trained in
drama at Wellington and while at university
appeared in everything from Shakespeare
to modern classics. After graduation he

in Sydney on 5 March 1998 and toured

in Kenn Brodziak’s Godspell company,

Australia for two years. Gannon then

graduating to the regular cast for the last

co-produced the show on Broadway, where

two months of the tour. He was cast in the

it did capacity business for a year and

proposed Australian production of Gone

gained a Tony Award Best Musical

With the Wind; after this was cancelled,

nomination. In 2005 it was staged in Tokyo

work was hard to find.

with a full Japanese cast. Hugh Jackman

Evans moved to Melbourne where he

for whom she edited the ground-breaking
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Heartbreak High (a spin-off from his movie
The Heartbreak Kid ), the ABC drama series

d. 28.12.2006

Alice devoted 50 years.

Gannon’s TV productions included

Marizles Wirth

opened The Boy From Oz Arena Spectacular

found his niche in non-professional theatre.

on 3 August 2006 in Sydney; it went on to

His performances in Festival’s George M!

play 42 sell-out performances across

and Little Me were especially acclaimed.

Australia.
W

amateur première of Chicago. In 2005 his
competition conducted by Boroondara

John Inman

Theatre Company.

28.6.1935–8.3.2007
Born in Preston, Lancashire, Frederick John

W
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début in melodrama at South Pier,
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piano competition.
After the family moved to Melbourne

Blackpool. On leaving school he worked

she studied with the legendary Benno

for several years as a window dresser for

Scherek, and then won a scholarship to

gentlemen’s outfitters. After a spell as a

study with Waldemar Seidel.

scene painter he made his West End début

At the age of 12 she made her début at

in 1969 as a waiter in the musical Ann

the Athenaeum Theatre as a member of

Veronica. He went on to featured roles in

Cecil Parkes’ Strad Trio, and subsequently

comedies and musicals and established

played with them on Melbourne’s fledgling

himself as a superb pantomime dame.

radio station, 3LO. At 16 she played the

In 1972 Inman scored a small role in

Mendelssohn G minor concerto with

the pilot episode of the BBC TV comedy

Parkes’ Victorian Professional Orchestra;

Are You Being Served?. When the series went

Gustav Slapoffoski conducted.

into production the following year, his role

In 1931 Johnstone won the inaugural

as Mr Humphries was greatly expanded,

Conservatorium Entrance Exhibition—a

and his catchphrase ‘I’m free!’ soon entered

prize of £10 and a prestigious scholarship

the popular lexicon. Are You Being Served?

that enabled her to enrol for the Diploma

ran for 13 years, notching up 69 episodes. It

in Music. Seidel generously contributed to

was equally popular in Australia and achieved

her fees because Johnstone’s parents had

a cult following in the US. A feature film

lost their jobs with cinema orchestras,

was released in 1977.

thanks to the introduction of talkies.

Inman appeared in three further series—

Although she passed with Honours,

Odd Man Out (1977), Take a Letter, Mr Jones

Johnstone could not afford to attend her

(1981) and Grace and Favour (1992), which

graduation. In 1935, aged 21, she gave her

reunited five of the original Are You Being

first solo recital, at Melbourne’s Assembly Hall.

Served? cast. He had featured roles in

Johnstone became a teacher of piano

several films and continued his annual

and also developed her career as an accompanist.

pantomime commitments.

Soon she became official accompanist for

In 1980 Inman came to Australia for

the Sun Aria awards, and was delighted

J.C.Williamson Productions Ltd and the

when her great friend Sylvia Fisher won in

Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust to star

1936. She played numerous concerts for the

in the farce Pyjama Tops with Barry Creyton

forces during the war, and had a full program

and Johnny Lockwood. It played at Her

of engagements in Melbourne and interstate

Majesty’s in Melbourne and toured nationally.

throughout the 1950s and 1960s.

Later that year Inman recreated Mr

Her last performance was in 1969, at

Humphries for Are You Being Served? in

the Myer Music Bowl, though she continued

Australia, made by McCabe Productions for

to broadcast for some time after that. She

the Ten Network. Among the local actors

retired in 1974.

featured with him in the 16 episodes were
June Bronhill, Shane Bourne, Reg Gillam
and Reg Evans.
Inman’s last visit to Australia was in
2001 when he starred again as Mr Humphries
in a stage version of Are You Being Served?
for Twelfth Night Theatre in Brisbane.
W

Valda Johnstone

Also for Festival he directed the Australian
play, Post Election, won first prize in a

Inman was 13 when he made his stage

26.1.1914–19.2.2007

W

Gian Carlo Menotti
7.7.1911–1.2.2007
Born in Cadegliano-Viconago, Italy, Menotti
began writing songs when he was seven,
and at 11 wrote both the libretto and music
for his first opera, The Death of Pierrot. He
and his family emigrated to the US where
Menotti studied at the Curtis Institute of
Music in Philadelphia.
He went on to write about two dozen

Valda Genevieve Johnstone was born in

operas intended to appeal to popular taste.

Wellington, NZ, where her father was a

He won the Pulitzer Prize for two of them,

talented cellist with his own orchestra and

The Consul (1950) and The Saint of Bleecker

her mother was a concert pianist. Johnstone

Street (1955), while Amahl and the Night Visitors

was five years old when she won her first

(1951) has become a Christmas classic.

*
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with his older sister, Olivia. He learnt ballet

with Dino Borgioli and from 1950 added

members of the Australian Performing

Back home he and the Aztecs staged the

after school with Judy Swan.

Ortrud in Lohengrin, Senta in The Flying

musical numbers for many Melbourne

Group. Born in Geelong and educated at

first rock concert—a three-hour marathon—in

Dutchman, First Lady in The Magic Flute and

revues, including Don’t Quote Me (’57 Club,

Geelong College, Smith was a keen sportsman,

the new Sydney Opera House.

gained a place in the Australian Ballet School’s

Third Norn in Götterdämmerung to her

1958), Don’t Call Us (Arlen Theatre, 1958)

earning the nickname ‘Ironman’ when he

three-year course. In his graduation year at

repertoire. She sang frequently in concert,

and late-night revues at the Arts Theatre in

won a Bellarine Peninsula endurance event.

writing and recording. His songs were taken

the end of 2001 he danced the lead in Jabula,

and was in the choir for the 1953 Coronation

Swan Street. Their songs were heard on

He made his stage début in Strindberg’s

up by Ringo Starr and the Osmonds and he

Festival of Three Worlds included Ken Russell’s

a contemporary work choreographed by

Service at Westminster Abbey.

television and several were recorded by W&G.

controversial Madam Butterfly and the Royal

Natalie Weir.

Menotti founded the Festival dei due
Mondi (the Festival of the Two Worlds) in
Spoleto, Italy, in 1958 and its American
counterpart, Spoleto Festival USA, in 1977.
In 1986 he brought the concept to
Melbourne. His first Melbourne Spoleto

At the end of his Year 10 studies Jes’se

In 1958 Raisbeck sang with the Elizabethan

Seppings and his wife provided the

Seppings was active in the Doncaster

Thorpe spent some years in the US,

Crimes and Crimes, directed by Richard

recorded Children of the Sun, a science

Murphet and co-staring Lindy Davies. His

fiction/rock opera concept album that
reached the US Top Ten.

Trust Opera Company in Lohengrin and

Playhouse Theatre, the Doncaster and

contribution to the APG was considerable,

to the Australian Ballet Company, the start

Fidelio. She returned to Australia in 1961 to

Templestowe Youth Theatre, and the Foote

both as an actor and director. He developed

Singapore. His third was highlighted by the

of his professional career. Recognised for his

play the Mother Abbess in The Sound of

Street Theatre Company, which he founded

an APG offshoot ensemble, Nightshift,

for Disney and Universal, and from 1986

first Australian visits of the Comédie

total commitment and focus, he excelled in

Music opposite June Bronhill’s Maria.

in 1975. He appeared in more than 50

concentrating mainly on radical new work

wrote and scored music for Disney,

a wide range of classical and modern works.

Carousel followed. From then until her

productions in schools, churches and community

from Australia and overseas as director and,

Paramount, Universal and Lorimar TV

retirement in 1985, she juggled work with

theatres, and directed another 50.

frequently, with Phil Motherwell as

productions. He also developed children’s

playwright. Their productions included The

books, cassettes and videos.

National Ballet of Spain. His second included
Porgy and Bess and Nigel Triffitt’s The Fall of

Française and the English Shakespeare
Company. In 1989 John Truscott succeeded

From the ballet school Jes’se progressed

In 2003 he was selected by Meryl Tankard

Menotti as director and the festival became

to dance one of the 13 brothers in her

the Elizabethan Trust Opera Company

the Melbourne International Arts Festival.

contemporary work Wild Swans.

(now Opera Australia), and appearances in

The Federal Minister for Arts, Senator
George Brandis, described Menotti as ‘the
Old World’s gift to the New World’.
W

Richard Morgan
12.8.1958–23.12.2006
Motor neurone disease has claimed the life
of Melbourne actor Richard Howard
Morgan. He was 48.
Morgan is best remembered as Terry,
youngest member of the Sullivan family in
the long-running Crawford TV series The
Sullivans. He went on to play featured roles
on TV in Home and Away, A Country Practice
and Sons and Daughters and in the 1983 film

Early in 2005 Jes’se was diagnosed with
leukaemia and admitted to hospital for

For a decade Morgan conducted his own

She was particularly remembered for

chemotherapy treatment. His positive attitude

her Marcellina in The Marriage of Figaro,

helped his return to the stage at the end of

Begbick in The Rise and Fall of the City of

that year. He was offered a full-time contract

Mahagonny, Herodias in Salome, Mrs

with the ballet company for 2006, but the

Herring in Albert Herring, Praskovia in The

cancer returned and he received a bone

Merry Widow, Grandma Burya in Jenufa,

marrow transplant from his sister Olivia.

Kabanicha in Katya Kabanova, and Katisha,

Tragically Jes’se contracted a stomach
virus, and the leukaemia finally claimed his
life at the age of only 24. A group of young

Buttercup, Duchess of Plaza-Toro, and Lady
Jane in Gilbert and Sullivan.
Raisbeck’s career ended officially in 1985

dancers from the Australian Ballet were

with a much-admired performance as the

pall-bearers at his funeral.

First Prioress in Poulenc’s Dialogues des
Carmelites. She sang on for another three
years, finally retiring in 1988, aged 72.

W

In July 2006 Raisbeck’s 90th birthday

Rosina Raisbeck

MBE

28.7.1916–23.12.2006

Phar Lap.

cabaret and Leagues clubs.

Much loved soprano Rosina Raisbeck was

computer business, but returned to acting with

born in Ballarat, Victoria, but grew up in

stints in MDA, Blue Heelers, Something in the

Maitland, NSW. In 1942 she began five

Air and, most recently, as Reg Masters in

years of vocal studies at the NSW State

Stingers.

Conservatorium. As a mezzo-soprano she

was celebrated in grand style by the Joan
Sutherland Society in Sydney (see On
Stage, Spring 2006). Her last public
appearance was in October 2006 at the
80th birthday concert for Dame Joan
Sutherland, the friend with whom she had
sung many times.

sang with the opera school in The Tales of
W

Tree. In 1946 she won the ABC Concerto

Jes’se Passamani

and Vocal Competition and the Sun Aria.
After a concert tour of New Zealand

29.7.1982–3.11.2006

Raisbeck sailed for London with her husband

Young Melbourne dancer Jes’se Passamani

John Laurie, whom she had married in 1943.
On Sir Eugene Goossens’s recommendation

Laurie Smith
6.2.1920–17.12.2006
On Boxing Day 1948 three ex-servicemen,
George Wallace Jnr, Laurie Smith and
Jimmy Wallace, leased the historic Theatre
Royal in Brisbane and inaugurated a bright
new era of weekly-change vaudeville.
Under their management, Theatre
Royal bills included George Wallace Snr,
Buster Fiddess, Eddie Edwards, Doris Whimp,
Roy Rene, Patti Allen, Bobby Limb, Barry
Crocker, Toni Lamond and the Horrie
Dargie Quintet. And Smith delighted in
recalling the time he told three young lads
who’d walked in off the street for an
audition that they would never amount to
anything—they were the Bee Gees!
After the last show on 12 December 1959
Laurie Smith took the format to television.
It ran weekly on Channel 7 for eight years,
with Smith frequently acting as a ‘feed’ for
comedian Johnny ‘Rubberface’ Craig.
Always ready to encourage young talent,

W

Hoffmann and in Edgar Bainton’s The Pearl

W

Edgar Seppings
21.3.1927–2.11.2005

long and distinguished career as a teacher,

He toured Australia in 1991, and was

Nightshift later played in Sydney, Perth and

inducted into the ARIA Hall of Fame. He

New York, where Smith based himself during

continued to perform, and led the

the 1980s and ’90s. He was a founding

enormously successful national Long Way to

member of Collaborative Projects, a New

the Top tour.

York based group of directors, writers, filmmakers and visual artists.
One of his last projects was Nightshift’s

Thorpe wrote two books, Sex and Thugs
and Rock’n’Roll (1996) and Most People I
Know (1997).

Smack Happy, an assemblage of dramatic
W

writings by Motherwell, Burroughs, Brecht,
Bell-Wykes and others for the 15th International
Conference on Drug-Related Harm, which
he devised and directed at the Trades Hall
in April 2004.
Smith described himself as ‘actor, activist,
performer, patient, pensioner’. His colleagues
Mike Mullins and John Romeril farewelled
him as ‘a dedicated avant gardist of the theatre’.
W

Billy Thorpe
29.3.1946–28.2.2007
Born in Manchester, UK, Thorpe was nine
when he migrated to Brisbane with his

Marizles Wirth
9.2.1918–10.1.2007
Marizles Margaret ‘Rill’ Wirth, the
matriarch of Australia’s legendary circus
family, has died in a Sydney nursing home.
She was 88.
In 1916 Rill’s parents, Philip Wirth Jnr
and his wife Alice, had built ‘Ocean View’,
the family mansion at Alison Road,
Coogee, in whose once-spacious grounds,
the circus elephants and camels were a
popular local attraction.
Rill was born two years later. At first

he introduced many hopefuls to the

parents. He made his début on a children’s

she travelled with the circus, but eventually

independent Sydney-based Spin label. He was

TV show two years later. At 17 he headed

she was sent to Adelaide where she lived

also road manager for tours by Winifred

for Sydney where he became lead vocalist

with her aunt. She was educated at a

Atwell, Billy Thorpe and many others.

with the Aztecs. Their first big hit, ‘Poison

Convent of Mercy in Adelaide.

Laurie Smith was a versatile instrumentalist,
and his mastery of the harmonica was

Although Edgar Shelley Seppings had a

Fitzroy Yank and Dreamers of the Absolute.

In the 1980s he developed electronics

internationally recognised.

Ivy’, was released in 1964.
After the original Aztecs broke up,

Unlike her older siblings, Eileen, Doris,
Madeline, Philip and George, Rill never

Thorpe went solo. He performed before an

performed in the circus, but she spent her

From 1989 until 2001 Laurie Smith and

audience of 63 000 at the Sidney Myer Music

school holidays with the show and in the

He was a member of the Australian Ballet

she auditioned for Covent Garden, making

he also made a considerable contribution to

Patti Allen toured a nostalgic Theatre Royal

Bowl, had his own ABC radio show and his

1930s worked in the ticket box and assisted

Company from 2002 until 2006.

her début there as Maddalena in Rigoletto.

the performing arts, especially on a

tribute show.

own TV show on Seven. Thorpe formed a

her parents with the book-keeping.

She went on to sing Flora in La Traviata,

community level.

has died after a brave battle with leukaemia.

Jes’se did not start his ballet training

new Aztecs line-up. Their loud volume and

In 1952 he met writer Joan Webster at

until he was 14, though he participated in

Second Lady in The Magic Flute, Mercedes

performing arts while he was at Charles

in Carmen, Wellgunde in Das Rheingold and

the Melbourne Arts Theatre. In the

Campbell Secondary School in Adelaide,

Rossweisse in Die Walküre.

following year he composed the music for a

often working alongside and choreographing

After Sir Thomas Beecham advised her
to become a soprano, Raisbeck studied

Page 46
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revue in which she appeared; they married
in 1954 and were together for 21 years.
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Lindzee Smith
22.9.1940–24.2.2007
Lindzee Smith was one of the founding
Autumn 2007

boisterous material attracted a huge following.
Their performances were a highlight of
the inaugural Sunbury Pop Festival in 1972.
After the success of ‘Most People I Know’,
Thorpe made an ill-timed foray to the UK.

She spent some of the war years living
in, and taking care of, Wirth’s Melbourne
headquarters in St Kilda Road, the site of
today’s Arts Centre.
When Wirth’s closed in 1963 Rill
worked at the Bondi Junction TAB. She *
Page 47

maintained the family’s traditional presentation

Gus goss

of a gold mounted whip to the winning
jockey of each year’s Melbourne Cup and
surrounded by priceless circus memorabilia.

on a recent edition of the ABC’s Collectors
program,

In 1998 she presented the family’s unique

rummaging through

and hugely valuable 58-piece Clarice Cliff

the wealth of

dinner setting, with its circus designs hand

theatrical

painted by Laura Knight, to the Art Gallery

memorabilia he has

of South Australia. Apart from this, she

amassed at His

never changed anything, and a table was

Majesty’s Theatre

always set for six, even to her last days.

in Perth.

Rill was interred in the family’s vault at

Autumn 2007
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‘What’shappened to
all the material that

Compiled with assistance from Patti Allen,
June Beaverstock, Brian Castles-Onion,

Arts Collection at the Arts Centre months
PAC staff spent hours with Collectors

the Green Room Awards Association Inc.,

panel member Niccole Warren, but I’m

Graeme Haigh, Peter Pinne, the Victorian

told the show’s producer was anything but

Drama League, Dr Mark Williams.

easy-to-get-on-with.
In fact the whole exercise was so

Correction: On Stage Summer edition,
page 45, carries an obituary for Brian Johnston.

unpleasant that PAC staff were almost

On Stage has been advised the correct

reduced to tears.

spelling of his name is Bryan Johnston.
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